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PREFACE

While the history of  air power and the Academy
extends over a relatively short period of time, it would
be an impossible task to include all the information on
the United States Air Force and its Academy in a
book of this size. The editors have tried to make this
edition a  reliable handbook on the Air Force, the
Academy, and the Cadet Program. Contrails is provided
to each incoming cadet so that he may begin his cadet
career with a basic knowledge of the Air Force and its
heritage.

The Editor takes this opportunity to thank the
Department o f  History, United States Air  Force
Academy, for its cooperation, typing assistance, and
moral support needed to  produce this book. The
tremendous job accomplished by Mrs. Rankin, Miss
Kopulos and Miss Sparrow i n  D F I T,  and the
photographic specialists who provided their experience
in the selection of picutres have helped to make this
one of the best editions of Contrails. Finally, the color
chart o f  military decorations on loan from Airman
magazine, the outstanding World War I  photographs
contributed by Mr. Lonnie Raidor, Publications Editor,
Cross and Cockade magazine, the World War II photos
selected by Mr. Kennard Underwood, Jr., and the typing
assistance o f  Mrs. Elizabeth Singer are deeply
appreciated.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S WELCOME
TO THE CLASS OF 1976

It is a pleasure to welcome the Class of 1976 to
the United States Air Force Academy.

I'm certain you are now aware of the fact that the
Academy is not just a college or university of higher
education. It is an institution with a special purpose,
that o f  providing our country with an outstanding
group of young officers who aspire to positions of
leadership in the Air Force.

Your selection confirms that you have the
potential to achieve this goal. You must now prove to
yourself, your classmates, the Cadet Wing, and the
officers supervising this program that you have the
personal fortitude and resolution to see it through.

The year 1976 will also mark the bicentennial
celebration of our great nation. As we approach this
milestone, I have every confidence that you will echo
the spirit and enthusiasm which has been so much a
Part of this country for 200 years. Now, as then, the
challenges will be great, yet so will be the rewards.

will watch your accomplishments both as
individuals and as a class with interest and pride. You
can make yours the best class in the history of this
great institution.

A. P. CLARK, Lt General, USAF
Superintendent
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Lt Gen Albert P. Clark
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THE SUPERINTENDENT

General Albert P. Clark graduated from the United
States Military Academy in 1936 and went on to pilot
training a t  Randolph Field, Texas. I n  1942 the
General went to England as Deputy Commander of
the 31st Fighter Group, the first American fighter unit
in the European Theater. In July of the same year he
was shot down over Abbeville, France and remained a
prisoner until 1945.

Following World War H the General held many
staff positions i n  t h e  Tactical A i r  Command,
Continental Air Command, and Air Defense Command
prior to an assignment at Headquarters USAF. From
1955-1956 General Clark commanded the 48th
Fighter Bomber Wing at Chaumont Air Base, France
and then served as Chief of Staff of USAFE. In 1965
the general was named Vice Commander of TAC.

General Clark assumed the duties of Superintend-
ent i n  August 1970 .  following t w o  years a s
Commander of the Air University. He is a command
pilot and a graduate of the Armed Forces Staff College
and the National War College. The General's military
decorations include the Distinguished Service Medal,
Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster, the Air Medal,
and the Air Force Commendation Medal.
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Brig Gen Walter T. Galligan
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THE COMMANDANT OF CADETS

General Walter T. Galligan received his bachelor of
science degree, wings, and commission in 1945 upon
graduation from the United States Military Academy.
Although he qualified as a pilot in the 13-17 and B-25,
his only European action was in C-47s and C-54s
during the Berlin Air Lift.

After a brief tour with the 78th Fighter Wing at
Hamilton AFB, California, General Galligan served as
an instructor i n  the T-6,  T-28, and B-25 from
1949-1951. Late in 1951 the General attended the US
Air Force Institute of  Technology, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio, receiving his MS in industrial administra-
tion in 1953.

The General completed transition in  the B-29
before graduating from MB-Jet 1231 Advanced Flying
School and the Air Command and Staff College Field
Officer Course in 1954. After various staff positions
throughout the Air  Force and a  Harvard degree,
General Galligan became Director of the Tactical Air
Control Center, Headquarters, Seventh Air Force, Ton
Son Nhut Air Base, Republic of Vietnam.

General Galligan became the seventh Commandant
of Cadets o n  February 1 ,  1971. His decorations
include the Meritorious Service Medal, Three Air
Force Commendation Medals, the Army Commenda-
tion Ribbon, and the Combat Readiness Medal.
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Brig Gen William T. Woodyard
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DEAN OF THE FACULTY

Brigadier General William T.  Woodyard began his
career in 1940 as an air cadet. During World War II he
served as a training squadron commander and a heavy
bomber pilot instructor. In 1946 the general ferried
many B-29s from the Pacific Theater to the United
States. The same year he commanded a  material
squadron supplying Berlin during the reconstruction
period.

The General received his B.S. in 1950 and his M.S.
in Chemistry in 1951 from the University of Missouri.
He then taught chemistry and physics at the United
States Military Academy for 3  1/2 years. Although
.elected for the Air War College. the General chose to
join the emerging faculty a t  the US Air  Force
Academy. His assignments at the Air Force Academy
provided him a background for educational admin-
istration. In 1965 the University of Denver awarded
General Woodyard his Ph.D. in higher education.

He became the second permanent Dean of  the
Facutly on August 1, 1968. The appointment carried a
Promotion to 1  star rank. His decorations include
the Legion of Merit, Distinguished Service Medal, and
the Air Force Commendation Medal.
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Col Francis E. Merritt

DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS

Colonel Francis E.  Merritt started his military
career as a cadet at West Point in 1940. He was a
starting tackle on the Army football teams of 1942
and 1943.

After graduation, Colonel Merritt instructed flying
at Randolph AFB, Texas. Next he was Aide to the
Commanding General of Fifth Air Force in Japan.
Colonel Merritt flew 130 combat missions in Korea.
Prior to his assignment to the Academy in 1954 as
Assistant Director of Athletics, he was the Operations
Staff Officer, Headquarters, USAF. In 1959 Colonel
Merritt commanded the 40th Troop Carrier Squadron
in France. From 1961-63, he was Chief, Air Transport
Division, Headquarters USAFE. Colonel Merritt
attended the Naval War College and also received his
Masters in International Affairs from George Washing-
ton University. F rom 1 9 6 4  unt i l  h is  present
assignment, he was in the Tactical Operations Division
of Strike Command.

A Command Pilot, Colonel Merritt's decorations
include the Legion o f  Merit, Distinguished Flying
Cross, Bronze Star, Air Medal with five oak leaf
clusters, Joint Service Commendation Medal with oak
leaf cluster, and the Air Force Commendation Medal
with oak leaf cluster.
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TILE• MILITARY PROFESSION

One Man's Appreciation

By Wing Commander R. A. Mason
4 ssociate Professor, Department of History

General Sir John Winthrop Hackett gave the 1970
Harmon Memorial Lecture at the Academy, under the
sponsorship of the Department of History.

General Hackett was not a product o f  a military
academy. H e  was graduated from Oxford in 1931
summa cum laude i n  classics and history before
choosing the military as a profession. l ie retired in
1968 not only after reaching four star rank, after
being three times wounded in combat and heavily
decorated as  a  paratroop general, but  also after
establishing a reputation as an extremely distinguished
academic. He delivered the internationally known Lees
Knowles lectures at Cambridge University in 1962 and
on his retirement was appointed t o  b e  Principal
(Chancellor) o f  Kings College, London University. In
his three years tenure he  has already established
another reputation: a n  ability t o  understand and
communicate with a  generation o f  students whose
interests lie far away from any military career.

He is a man who has always combined a strong
individuality o f  character with a deep loyalty to his
chosen profession, a path which is not always easy to
follow. His outspokenness frequently caused flurries
among his colleagues -  on one occasion, for example,



he tangled with the equally forthright Field Marshall
Montgomery when he appeared to be implying that he
could make better use of good NCOs than could the
Field Marshall (Sir John was a major at the time).

Consequently, when he says, "Knowing what 1 do
now, given the chance all over again, I  would do
exactly the same," it might just be of interest for a US
Air Force Academy cadet to read why. There seems to
be a  perpetual conflict o f  attitudes in a  military
organization in a democratic society between the need
for discipline and conformity on one hand, and the
need to perceive the individual's identity on the other.

The following is an extract taken from General
Hackett's concluding remarks in the Harmon Lecture,
"The Military in the Service of the State":

i ' t t  t i " t t t ' t

I a m  myself the product o f  thirty-five years
military service —  a  person who,  wi th  strong
inclinations to be the academic, nonetheless became a
professional soldier. Looking back now in later life
from a university, I  can find nothing but satisfaction
over the choice I made all those years ago as a student
— a satisfaction tinged with surprise at the good sense
I seem to have shown as a very young man in making
it. Knowing what I do now, given the chance all over
again, I  should do exactly the same. For the military
life, whether for sailor, soldier, or airman, is a good
life. The human qualities it demands include fortitude,
integrity, self-restraint, personal loyalty t o  other
persons, and the surrender o f  the advantage of the
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individual to a common good. None of us can claim a
total command of all these qualities. The military man
sees round him others of his own kind also seeking to
develop them, and perhaps doing it more successfully
than he has done himself. This is good company.
Anyone can spend his life in it with satisfaction.

In my own case, as a fighting man, I  found that
invitations after the World War to leave the service and
move into business, for example, were unattractive,
even in a time when anyone who had had what they
called on our side "a good war" was being demoted
and, o f  course, paid less. A  pressing invitation to
politics was also comparatively easy to resist. The
possibility of going back to Oxford to teach Mediaeval
History was more tempting. But I  am glad I  stayed
where I  was, in the Profession of Arms, and I  cannot
believe 1 could have found a better or more rewarding
life anywhere outside it.

The military profession is  unique in one very
important respect. I t  depends upon qualities such as
those I have mentioned not only for its attractiveness
but for its very efficiency. Such qualities as these
make of any group of men in which they are found an
agreeable and attractive group in which to function.
The military group, however, depends in very high
degree upon these qualities f o r  i t s  functional
efficiency.

A man can be selfish, cowardly, disloyal, false,
fleeting, perjured, and morally corrupt in a  wide
variety of other ways and still be outstandingly good
In pursuits in which other imperatives bear than those
upon the fighting man. He can be a superb creative
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artist, for example, or a scientist in the very top flight
and still be a very bad man. What the bad man cannot
be is  a  good sailor, o r  soldier, or  airman. Militar
institutions thus form a repository of moral resource
which should always be a source of strength within the
state.

I have reflected tonight upon the relationshir
between civil and military in the light of past history,
present positions, and possible future developments
and have offered in conclusion my own convictions
that the major service of the military institution to the
community o f  men i t  serves may wel l  l ie  neither
withih the political sphere nor the functional. It could
ea l y  lie within the moral. The military institution is a
mirror o f  its parent society, reflecting strengths and
weaknesses. It can also be a well from which to draw
refreshment for a body politic in need of it.
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UNITED STATES
MILITARY DECORATIONS

The CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL O F  HONOR
denotes a person who, while serving in  the United
States Armed Forces, displays extraordinary heroism
above and beyond the call of  duty. The bravery must
have occurred in actual combat against an enemy, and
it must have involved conspicuous risk o f  life, the
ommission o f  which could not cause censure. This is
the highest award an American serviceman can receive;
as such, the Medal o f  Honor is awarded by Act o f
Congress and is usually presented by the President o f
the United States.

The A IR FORCE CROSS, NAVY CROSS (USN
and USMC), and DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS
(USA) are awarded t o  members o f  the respective
services f o r  an  a c t  distinguished b y  heroism i n
connection w i t h  mi l i tary  operations against t h e
enemy. Such heroism must include extraordinary risk
of life.

The DISTINGUISHED SERVICE M E D A L i s
presented to any member o f  the Armed Forces who
has distinguished himself by the exceptional exercise
of authority or judgment in duties which decide the
successful outcome o f  any major military operation.

The SILVER STAR denotes any person—military,
civilian, or  foreign—who exhibits gallantry in action
against an enemy of  the United States; gallantry being
defined as a high degree of heroism.

The LEGION OF MERIT recognizes exceptional
meritorious conduct o f  outstanding service t o  the
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United States. It is awarded to members of the United
States Armed Forces, without degree, and to members
of foreign armed forces in  the degrees o f  Chief
Commander, Commander, Officer, and Legionnaire.

The DISTINGUISIIED F LY I N G  CROSS i s
awarded to a member of  the Armed Forces of the
United States or to a member of the armed forces of
any foreign nation, who, while engaging in aerial
flight, displays extraordinary and distinctive heroism.

The AIRMAN'S MEDAL, NAVY-USMC MEDAL,
and SOLDIER'S MEDAL designate a member of the
Armed Forces who heroically and voluntarily risks his
life under conditions not involving conflict with an
armed enemy.

The BRONZE STAR recognizes any person serving
in the Armed Forces who distinguished himself by
heroism in surface combat against an enemy of the
United States o r  b y  meritorious achievement i n
connection with military operations against an enemy.

The A IR  MEDAL is awarded to US and foreign
military and  civilian personnel i n  wartime f o r
meritorious achievement while participating in aerial
flight.

The A I R  FORCE COMMENDATION M E D A L
NAVY COMMENDATION MEDAL,  and A R M Y
COMMENDATION MEDAL recognize meritorious
achievement or service on the part of a member of the
Armed Forces. This medal is given predominately
under peacetime conditions.

The PURPLE HEART is presented to military or
civilian citizens of the United States who arc wounded
or killed i n  action. The wound must have been
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received in battle and must have required medical
treatment.

The DISTINGUISHED UNIT CITATION (USA-
USAF) and the PRESIDENTIAL UNIT CITATION
(USN-USMC) designate units which have displayed
extraordinary heroism in  battle. This award corre-
sponds to  the Distinguished Service Cross for an
individual.

The AIR FORCE OUTSTANDING UNIT AWARD
and the NAVY UNIT COMMENDATION arc awarded
in recognition of outstanding unit achievement. These
medals are awarded during both peace and war.

The GOOD CONDUCT RIBBON for all service is
given for exemplary behavior, efficiency and fidelity.
It is probably the most widely awarded medal during
peactime.

The V indicates an award for valor in combat.
The OAK LEAF CLUSTER (USAF-USA) and the

GOLD STAR (USN-USMC) designate a  medal for
which a second or subsequent award is made.

The bronze SLRVICE STAR designated campaign
participation credit and additional awards.

The silver SERVICE STAR equals five bronze
service stars.
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HIGH FLIGHT

by
John Gillespie Magee, Jr.

Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth
And danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings;
Sunward I've climbed and joined the tumbling

mirth
Of sun-split clouds--and done a hundred things
You have not dreamed of—wheeled and soared and

swung
High in the sunlit silence. Hovering there
I've chased the shouting wind along and flung
My eager craft through footless halls of air.
Up, up the long delirious, burning blue
I've topped the wind-swept heights with easy grace,
Where never lark, or even eagle flew:
And, while with silent, lifting mind Cue trod
The high untrespassed sanctity of space,
Put out my hand, and touched the face of God.
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America's Ace of ACTS
Capt Eddie Rickenbacker
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HERITAGE

While the history o f  the United States Air Force
encompasses on ly  the  years f rom 1947 unt i l  the
present, the traditions o f  American aviation can be
traced back to the 19th century. Balloons used during
the C iv i l  Wa r  a n d  Spanish-American Wa r  a n d
experiments w i t h  gliders during 1890's promoted
interest in flight. Because these early attempts were so
numerous, and i n  many cases so obscure, we wi l l
concentrate here on powered flight and its evolution.

Observation balloons were used on several occasions
during the Civil War to watch troop movements. Partly
as a result o f  this the Army realized that the ability to
observe enemy concentrations from an unassailable
position would be invaluable. In 1896 the interest of
several high ranking Army officers was aroused by
Samuel P.  Langley's steam-powered airplane. The
Army extended Langley a  550,000 grant f o r  the
production o f  a full  scale aircraft which might fulfi l l
an observation role. Langley made two tests in 1903
but both ended in  failure—ditched i n  the Potomac.
Congress and the  public criticized the  A r m y  f o r
Wasting money, and the War Department adopted a
skeptical attitude toward heavier than air aircraft.

On December 17 ,  1903, 9 days after Langley's
second failure, Orville Wright made his first powered
flight using a canard (tail first) type aircraft built by
him and his brother. The first flight was a tentative 3.5
second h o p  b y  Wilbur; b u t  Orville's subsequent
attempt travelled 120 feet in  12 seconds, the first
truly controlled flight by  a  heavier-than-air, man
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carrying aircraft. The Wrights spent over a  year
perfecting their airplane, but the War Department was
not interested. The Wrights took their invention to
Europe in 1908 where their demonstrations stimulated
European development of aviation. Meanwhile in 1907
under President Theodore Roosevelt's direction the
War Department called for bids on an aircraft, and the
Wrights were provided with the funds necessary to test
the capabilities o f  their airplane. This effort came
to fruition two years later.

Although longer flights were made prior to 1909, in
July of that year Orville, with Lt Benjamin D. Foulois
as observer, flew 10 miles at 42.5 mph to win the
Army contract of $30,000. With the acceptance of the
Wright Flyer the Army had an air arm of one plane
and two pilots. The Army Signal Corps received the
aircraft and after the pilots were reassigned, the Army
had only one pilot-correspondence-trained Lt Foulois.
This situation lasted until 1911.

From 1911 to 1914 aviation development in the US
stagnated because of neglect and official disinterest.
Experiments in bombing, gunnery and photo recon-
naissance were made, but no significant American
developments furthered the use of the airplane as a
weapon. In  1914 the Army condemned the pusher-
type aircraft, and the JN-1 Curtiss tractor became the
official Signal Corps aircraft. At the same time the 1 t
Aero Squadron under Foulois, now a Captain, «.,
created.

The 1st Aero Squadron flew for Pershing in 1916
during the campaign against Pancho Villa of Mexico.
The experience proved to be a disaster, as the light,
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flimsy airplanes could not cope with the wind and
storms, and all 8  were unflyable after a  month of
operation. The replacement aircraft were used to test
possible ways to arm an airplane, as earlier•-obviously
inadequate-armament had consisted o f  a  30-30
Winchester strapped to a strut.

By the outbreak of  World War I  the American
aircraft industry was far  behind Europe i n  the
development o f  military airframes and in particular
engines. Congress realized the air arm's ineffectiveness
as demonstrated i n  t h e  Mexican campaign and
approved $13 million for military aviation shortly
after American entry into the war. However, a general
lack of understanding of the uses of the airplane by
Army and Navy authorities continued t o  plague
airpower advocates until World War II.

World War I

In the early Spring o f  1915 Frenchman Roland
Garros shot down four German observation planes.
Although there had been exchanges between opposing
aircrew members with rifles, pistols and observer-
manned machine guns (and even bricks and grenades)
before this, Garros' aircraft represented something
new. I t  featured a  machine gun firing through the
propeller arc. The survivors of Garros' at tacks quickly
spread the news throughout the German Air Service.
The evolution of the airplane as a fighter had begun.

Garros used steel wedges on the propeller to
deflect bullets striking the prop. Though hardly an
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ideal solution to the problem o f  aerial firepower,
Garros' device did work. When Garros crashed behind
German lines in May of 1915 his secret was learned.
Within 72 hours after examining the device, Anthony
Fokker developed a system which connected the firing
control to the crankshaft. The gun was now stopped
mechanically from firing when the propeller was in
front of  the muzzle. German aircraft with Fokkers
synchronization device were able to  dominate the
skies over the German lines for nearly four months
until the French examined a German plane. By 1915
both sides had similar firing systems, and it was then
left up to the pilots themselves, as to who would gain
air superiority.

Because the German system of  recording "kills"
was much easier than the French (German "kills"
could be confirmed by other pilots in the air while
French kills had to be seen by ground observers or the
wreckage found later on), the top ace of WWI was
Baron Manfred von Richtofen. As leader of the "flying
circus", Richtofen used the advantages o f  his red
Fokker triplane and his own skill as a marksman to
score 8 0  official kills. The "Red Baron" died in
combat on 21 April 1918, and the credit for his death
usually goes to Captain Roy Brown o f  the RAF,
although he was probably shot down by ground fire.

The second leading ace of WWI was the French
Captain Renc Fonck who had 75 official kills and as
many as 125 unofficially. In his two years of fighting,
his airplane suffered only one bullet hit, a testimony
to his extraordinary skill. The leading RAF ace was
Major Edward Mannock with 73 kills who, ironically
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was killed by ground fire. Probably the top American
flyer of WW1, though not the highest in official kills,
was Raoul Lufberry, an American war hero who
served extensively with the French before America
entered the war. Lufberry's official score of 17 was
supplemented by another two dozen uncredited kills
behind German lines. I n  January 1918 Lufberry
became an instructor with the 94th "Hat-in-the-Ring"
Squadron, and by Arpil 1918 the first all-American
combat patrol was flown. A month later Lufberry's
plane was hit and set afire. Lufberry, who had vowed
that he would never be burned alive, jumped without a
parachute and died. His real value to the American
effort was not in his 17 official kills, but in the
combat experience he brought to the young American
pilots.

In contrast to  Lufberry who believed in  team
work, Lt  Frank Luke preferred to fly alone against
observation balloons, strongly defended by intense
anti-aircraft fire. Luke flew for only 17 days scoring 4
kills (and several citations for insubordination) and
downing 14 balloons. In his final mission he disobeyed
orders and f lew alone against 3  balloons. After
destroying 2 of them, Luke was attacked by German
lighters. He downed two of the fighters and the third
balloon before being hit by ground fire: Even though
his plane was crippled, he used his guns to strafe the
German troops en route to a crash landing behind
enemy lines. After crash landing he continued to fire
at the Germans with his .45 cliber pistol until he was
shot. In recognition of these actions, Lt Luke received
the Congressional Medal of Honor.
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The highest scoring American in  official kills,
Captain Eddie Rickenbacker, ended the war with 26
victories. Rickenbacker, a  famous racing driver,
possessing a great mechanical knowledge and pressed
into service as General Pershing's driver, had to battle
to join the Air Service. The American squdrons flying
Nicuports given to them by the French, were at a great
disadvantage against t h e  German Fokker D -VII.
Applying his mechanical skill to aircraft, Rickenbacker
countered many of the Nicuports difficiencics through
superior maintenance. His personal achievements as
squadron commander of the 94th, which resulted in
their being credited with more kills than any other
American squadron, earned for him the second Medal
of Honor awarded to an American airman.

One of the most significant American aviators was
Brigadier General William Mitchell. A  Major in the
Signal Corps before WWI, Mitchell had to pay for
private lessons since the Army would not provide
flight instruction. Although he reached France in April
of 1917, he did not receive his wings until September.
Mitchell, as the first aviation expert for America in
Europe, sought to develop in the Air Service a force
that would seize mastery of  the air and attack the
German heartland.

Mitchell's major accomplishment was the coordin-
ation of almost 1500 allied planes for the attack on St.
Mihiel and subsequent attacks on a smaller scale. By
the conclusion of WWI Mitchell returned to the United
States as a Brigadier General bringing with him a great
appreciation for the military value of the airplane. It
was this strong faith in aviation which ultimately built
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the Air  Service into a viable force even though it
meant the end of his brillant

I n t e r w a r  P e r i o d

With the end of the war the Air Service faced a
period o f  organizational uncertainty. Mitchell had
become the leading proponent for a separate air arm
and spent two years trying to persuade the military to
support him. As Mitchell's ideas gained support, the
War Department authorized the Dickman Board to
study WWI and make recommendations for the future.
The board found that independence for  aviation
would be justified only i f  it had a separate mission,
not merely that of supporting ground forces. In June
Congress passed the Air Service Act of 1920 which
made organizational improvements but hindered the
segregation of aviation from the Army.

General Mitchell reacted to this act by stressing the
defensive nature o f  the air arm. Recognizing the
Isolationist and economical nature o f  America, he
promoted the airplane as a cheaper means of home
defense than the battleship. This attack on the Navy
was at  first restricted t o  government circles but
quickly became a major intra-service feud in 1921,

Public opinion forced the Navy to accept Mitchell's
suggestion for a  series o f  bombing tests using old
American and captured German battleships. The test
concluded with Mitchell's 13-6 bombers sinking the

unsinkable" German battleship, Ostfriesland. in July
1921. Naval leaders countered Mitchell by stating that
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airplanes could not sink a fully armed and manned
ship under steam. Once again Mitchel had lost.
However, the Navy realized their weakness and the
lessons from these tests led to the development of the
aircraft carrier, which became so vital in WWII, under
the sponsorship of Mitchell's equivilant in the Navy,
unspectacular—but effective—Admiral Moffett.

Mitchell was not heard from again until 1925 when
the Navy dirigible Shenandoah crashed in a storm. He
released a prepared statement which accused the Army
and Navy o f  "treasonable administration o f  the
National Defense". During the ensuing court-martial.
Mitchell used the publicity as  a  forum for  his
ideas. The Marrow Board was formed to  counter
Mitchell's accusations, and its decisions were incorpor-
ated in the Air Corps Act of 1926. Billy Mitchell was
suspended for  five years from duty on half pay;
however, in  February 1926 he resigned from the
service and continued to crusade for aviation.

In addition to technical developments during the
'20s the Air Corps Tactical School (ACTS) at Langley
Field began t o  examine doctrine and aviation
employment. Through the ideas of the ACTS the Air
Corps pushed f o r  the production o f  long range
bombers, and the students and the instructors became
the doctrinal heart of  the Army Air Force in WWII.
During this time the idea o f  bombers as coastal
defense weapons was advanced in an effort to satisfy
the isolationist mood o f  the country and yet to
provide the military with the aircraft necessary to
accomplish these new concepts of strategic bombing.

In 1932 the Martin B-10 became operational and
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proved to be a great advance over previous bombers.
The R-10 proved too fast for the P-26 fighter during
the air war games of 1933, and although Col Henry H.
Arnold stated that the tests were not conclusive, the
general opinion in the Air Corps was that the bomber
was the key to airpower. This belief in the ability of
well armed battleplanes to penetrate enemy defenses
provided the Air Crops with good long range bombers
but, partly because of technical problems, with no long
range Lighters to protect them. This deemphasis of
fighter research was to seriously hamper US strategic
bombing operations in WWII.

The next exposure of the Air Corps to the glare of
publicity came in 1934 when President Roosevelt
cancelled the air lines airmail contracts and turned
responsibility for moving the mail over to the Army.
Within a  week after flying the country's mail in
atrocious winter weather, the Air Corps had lost 8
planes and I I  men because of a lack of equipment and
training. The War Department then set up the Baker
Board which called for improvements in training and
acquisition o f  more and newer aircraft. The major
recommendation, however, established the General
Headquarters (GHQ) Air Force.

The GHQ Air Force concept placed the operational
control of aircraft outside the Air Corps organization
and made it directly responsible to the Army Chief of
Staff. Although the GHQ Air Force created problems
in organization and direction o f  units, it provided
greater freedom and promoted the development of the
long range bomber. The  superiority o f  bomber
doctrine received another boost when Boeing pro-
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duced the 4-engine B-17. A great improvement over the
bombers of its day, the B-17 was the bomber that the
Air Corps had been hoping for.

The United States still neglected to provide the Air
Corps with enough funds, and i t  was not until the
Munich incident that America began to awaken to her
military weakness. From that time until our entry into
the war the A i r  Corps received continued support;
however, by 7 December 1941 the only really first line
aircraft in the inventory were a handful of B-17s.

The German Luftwaffe did not suffer from the
political problems facing the Air Corps, and by 1938 it
was the most advanced A i r  Force in the world. The
Spanish Civil War afforded Hitler the opportunity to
test t he  value o f  his crews and planes. However
powerful the Luftwaffe was, i t  had basic flaws in its
doctrine and organization. The German Air Force was
developed t o  coordinate wi th the Army t o  achieve
victory through a "blitzkreig" attack. Because of the
speed with which victory was anticipated, the training
of replacements, total moblization o f  the economy,
and the development o f  more advanced aircraft was
neglected. German bombers  w e r e —in t h e o r y —
supposed to be capable of dive bombing for support of
the Army,  and the production o f  heavy strategic
bombers was nonexistent. Finally', Hermann Goering,
Luftwaffe commander, refused to consider plans for a
4-engine bomber which might have had a great impact
on the outcome of the war. He also refused to approve
development o f  a successful prototype jet fighter in
the fall of 1939.

While the  majority o f  the world watched the

ominous events i n  Europe, the Japanese created a
powerful threat to security in the Pacific. The military
had gained control of the Japanese government and in
1931 had invaded Manchuria. Even though the US
reaction condemned the Japanese, Japan continued to
receive economic aid from American manufacturers.
The Zero fighter and torpedo bombing tactics were
developed and perfected for the near future.

World War 11

The invasion of  Poland in September 1939 showed
the potential o f  the "b l i tz"  type o f  warfare which
enabled the Germans to reach Dunkirk by June 1940.
The combination o f  ground and air forces allowed
Hitler to  defeat all who faced his armies until the
Battle o f  Britain. This battle not only prevented an
invasion of England but also turned the air war against
the Luftwaffe. The causes o f  the German defeat are
worth examining in detail.

The failure of the Luftwaffe to gain control of the
air over the English Channel forced Hitler to postpone
indefinitely "Operation Sea L i o n , "  the invasion o f
England. The original German strategy called for the
destruction o f  English airplanes, production plants,
and radar sites, causing the RAF to lose more pilots
than i t  could have trained. The radar net, however,
was h i t  only  once., and i t  continued t o  detect
approaching German aircraft, providing the RAE with
enough time to  obtain maximum effectiveness from
their l imited f igh ter  strength. A s  t h e  German
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campaign against the RAF neared success, the British
attacked Ber l in i n  retaliation f o r  a n  accidental
bombing of London. This gave Hitler an opportunity
to show his irrationality. With the support of Goering
who wanted London bombed f o r  tactical reasons,
Hitler ordered h i s  bombers t o  concentrate their
efforts against London. This diversion o f  effort gave
the RAF enough time to build up its forces and inflict
unsustainable losses on  the Luftwaffe. The earlier
Goering decision not to build a heavy 4-engine bomber
cost the Germans the Battle o f  Britain. The German
medium bombers were poorly armed and lacked the
range, payload, and speed t o  destroy London. Thus
because o f  heavy German bomber losses, Goering
ordered the escorting fighters t o  stay close to  the
bomber formations. These tactics enabled R A F
fighters to more easily destroy German aircraft and
gave the British fighters effective sanctuary on their
own bases.

By the end of 1940 the RAF had denied Germany
the air superiority she needed to invade Britain and
Hitler postponed "Sea Lion." The British use o f  radar
and ground-to-plane radios and the German decision
to switch from campaign against the RAF were the
key instruments in the German defeat.

On 7 December 1941 the Japanese Navy launched
an attack on the American forces in Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii. The primary goal of  the Japanese attack was
to destroy the three aircraft carriers in the Pacific
Fleet. While the attack must be judged as a tactical
success (in 2 hours the American Pacific Naval forces
were reduced to 3 carriers and several support ships),
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it is tempered by the Japanese failure to obtain their
original strategic objective. Admira l  Yamamoto,
Japanese Fleet Commander, realized the significance
of their mistake as he stated, " I  fear I  have awaked a
sleeping giant and filled h im with terrible resolve."
Nevertheless, the first great American Naval air victory
was not to come until Midway in June of 1942.

With Roosevelt's declaration o f  war the United
States entered the  global conflict. The decision to
direct operations primarily against Germany in Europe
("Germany F i r s t "  strategy) had been made long
before Pearl Harbor. The strategy of progressing from
North Afr ica t o  I ta ly  and f inal ly t o  France was
dictated largely b y  internal  American pol i t ics,
problems w i t h  t he  Anglo-American alliance, and
logistical considerations. Meanwhile, the combined
bomber offensive against Germany was launched from
England. The English because o f  their losses early in
the w a r  bombed a t  n igh t  against area targets.
American bombers, using pre-war tactical doctrine
derived at the ACTS, flew without escorts in daylight,
precision attacks. The US suffered losses which were
unacceptable in light of the poor results obtained.

Two raids illustrating the problems of unescorted
daylight bombing are Ploesti and Schweinfurt. Thirty
percent o f  the B -24s which raided the Rumanian
oilfields at Ploesti in August 1943 were shot down. In
October of the same year the Anny Air Corps lost 60
of the 219 B-17s sent against the ball-bearing plants at
Schweinfurt and Regensberg. Such losses could not be
tolerated, and the 8th Air  Force had to  seek targets
within fighter escort range. Although escort had been
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provided b y  P-38s and P-47s, where possible, their
range did not permit sorties deep into Europe. Not
until December 1943 with the introduction o f  P-51
did the 8th Air Force have the capability to strike into
Germany with fighter escort.

Probably the first unequivocal indication o f  the
resultant al l ied a i r  superiority was  "B ig  Week"
involving thousands o f  8th A i r  Force bombers and
fighters during the week of  February 20-25. Including
increasingly effective RAF night attacks the combined
bomber offensive attempted t o  destroy German
aircraft industries. However, i t  probably did more
actual damage to Germany by wresting air superiority
over Europe from the Luftwaffe, thus making the
invasion o f  France possible. Considerable, perhaps
even decisive, damage w a s  a lso done  t o  t h e
transporation net  and t o  o i l  production facilities.
Massive escorted bomber raids and fear of the damage
to industry which they caused drew the Luftwaffe
into a war of attrition which they could not win. Their
losses in February and March o f  1944 included 800
irreplaceable planes and crews. I n  June o f  1944
American A-26 and 13-26 raids combined with fighter
attacks to isolate Normandy from the rest of  France.
This enabled the Allies t o  gain a  hold in  Hitler's
"Fortress Europe." Characteristic o f  the problems
which this posed for the Germans was the experience
of the Panzer Lehr division. Starting for the front to
oppose the Allied invasion in Normandy as probably
the best equipped and strongest division i n  the
German army, i t  arrived after numerous delays as a
batallion o f  battered survivors, decimated by Ameri-

can and British fighter-bombers. Af ter  D -Day the
heavy bombers through continuous attacks reduced
the German oil  production by some 75% and nearly
brought transportation to a halt. As the German oil
crisis grew, the mistake of Hitler in not developing the
Me-262 jet fighter became more apparent. The Me-262
might have achieved air superiority i f  its production
were begun in  1942. By the end o f  1944 Germany
had lost the war in the air and fought merely through
desperation. 'The air superiority of  the Allies ensured
the destruction o f  the German war making potential
and paralyzed the German Army when it counted. On
7 May 1945 the war in Europe ended.

The first six months of the war in the Pacific were
disasterous for the United States. While the Americans
were primarily on the defensive, the only offensive
move was L t  Colonel James Doolittle's raid o f  16
B-25s launched from the USS Hornet. Although the
military value o f  the attack was negligible, i t  had a
great, positive effect on the morale o f  the American
people.

The Pacific Theater received no more than enough
support to  hold the Japanese at bay. Because of the
huge distances between targets, the aircraft carrier
became the primary weapon in the Pacific. The "island
hopping" strategy o f  capturing strings of island bases
provided B-255, A-20s, P-385, and P-61s with the bases
needed to attain air superiority. From these bases they
harassed the Japanese fleet and paralyzed Japanese
shipping wi th the aid o f  the US Navy's submarine
campaign. The effects of this strategy cut off  isolated
Japanese bases from their supplies and literally starved
Japanese garrisons to death.
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Although many Americans believed they had to
fight the bulk of the Japanese army, the mass of Japan's
forces were kept isolated in Manchuria and China. In
fact there were over a million men in Asia, while the
American forces fought a little over 600,000 men. Rea-
lizing the importance of the Chinese sub-theater, the
Flying Tigers of the American Volunteer Group pro-
vided air defense and ground support for the Chinese in
the early years of the war. Led by Claire Chennault, an
early pioneer of fighter aviation, the American P-40s,
considered highly inferior to the Japanese Zero, helped
to prevent complete Japanese control of China. When
the Japanese conquered Burma, American pilots used
C-46s and C -47s t o  supply China b y  flying the
"Hump" over the Himalayas. Losses from violent
weather and impact with "cumulo-granite" clouds
were numerous. The Chinese sub-theater of the war
was important for keeping occupied many Japanese
troops who might have been sent to the Pacific. After
the capture of the Mariana Islands, culmination of the
island hopping campaign, the Air Corps had a base
from which to launch B-29 attacks against Japan. The
early attacks were marked by lack of  escorts, high
abort rates, navigation errors due to unfavorable "jet
streams", winds, and losses from ditched aircraft. The
solution to many problems came with the acquisition
of iwo Jima which is half ....ay between Japan and the
Marianas from which fighters could escort 13-29s to
Japan. O v e r  2 , 4 0 0  damaged B -29s w e r e
recovered that might have otherwise been lost, and
John Wayne was given the opportunity for yet another
stirring combat epic.
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In March of 1945 Major General Curtis E. LeMay,
after experiments with the effect of incendiary bombs,
decided that he could realize maximum effectiveness
from his B-29s by flying low level night missions. This
made them more vulnerable to Japanese anti-aircraft
fire but permitted much larger bomb loads. The first
tire bomb attack on 9 March destroyed one-fourth of
the buildings i n  Tokyo.  Th is  and subsequent
incedinary raids demolished over 105 square miles in
the hearts of major Japanese cities. On 6 August 1945
the "Enola Gay," a  8-29 piloted by  Col Paul W.
Tibbets Jr. ,  dropped the  first atomic bomb on
Hiroshima. Three days later "Bock's Car," another
B-29, destroyed Nagaski w i th  a  second atomic
weapon. The Japanese surrendered on 2 September to
General Douglas MacArthur in Tokyo Bay.

The Second World War produced many outstanding
aces. Luftwaffe Major Erick Hartmann was the War's
top ace with 352 official kills (all but 9 were against
the Russians). The second leading ace was Maj Gerhard
Barkhorn with 301 victories. Over 99 German pilots
scored more than 100 kills, a fact explainable by the
German "crack man" policy which concentrated on a
few selected "experts" who flew for the entire war.
Lieutenant Nishizawa, the top Japanese ace, scored
193 victories to lead all Japanese pilots.

The leading American ace was Major Richard I .
I3ong with 40 official kills. After winning every medal
for which he was eligible, including the Medal o f
Honor, he died as a test pilot for the XP-80 in August
1945. Close behind Bong was Major Thomas McGuire,
also a Medal of Honor winner, who scored 38 victories
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before he died trying to aid a wing man. While there
are many more aces from all over the world, it is not
possible to mention them all here.

World War 11 ended wi th  the beginning o f  the
nuclear age. Wars would now be more limited i n
objective, reflecting a  new era i n  warfare, as man
would now be able to destroy not only himself but the
entire world.

Post World War 11

The Army A i r  Force. during the war had achieved
operational autonomy; but the end of the war brought
more problems concerning the A i r  Force's status.
The basic conflict revolved around the Navy's fear of
losing her air arm to the Air Force. The final decision
was to establish a single Department o f  Defense and
placed the three services on equal status in the DOD.
On 26 July 1947 the National Security Act created
the Air Force as a separate operating service.

On 2 2  June  1948  soon a f te r  t h i s  defense
reorganization, the Soviets closed all land routes into
the western sector of Berlin. The Air Force responded
quickly and decisively w i t h  "Operation Vitt les,"
which supplied West Berlin with over 2.3 million tons
of coal, food, and other vital supplies until 12 May
1949 when the blockade was lifted.

During this post war  period there were major
break▶hroughs in aircraft and missile development. On
14 October 1947 Captain Charles Yeager in the Bell
X-1 became the first man to  f ly through the sound
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barrier. The X-1 was followed by  a new breed o f
increasingly fast  aircraft, t h e  forerunners o f  our
present day fighters. Using captured V-2 missiles, the
Air Force began an investigation into the problems of
ballistic missiles, ultimately resulting in  the present
generation of ICBMs.

Korea to the Present

While these developments with strategic airpower
were being undertaken, the new Air  Force was faced
with a more pressing problem. On June 25, 1950, the
North Koreans invaded South Korea, and the Far East
Air Forces based in Japan went to the aid of the South
Koreans. The F-5 Is arid F -82s at hand at the time
were quickly supplemented by F-80s, I3-26s, and B-29s.
At the insistence o f  General Curtis LeMay, com-
mander of  the newly formed Strategic Air Command
(SAC), the B-29s went after strategic targets in North
Korea while B-26s were used in night interdiction roles
against supply lines and troop concentrations.

On November 8 ,  1950, t h e  f i rs t  " p u r e  j e t "
air-to-air battle occurred when L t  Russell Brown
w e d  a MiG-15 with his F-80. L t  Brown's success
did not eonLeal the fact that the MiG-15 was a much
superior fighter, as in the weeks that followed MiG-15s
harassed American B -29s and 13-26s. This threat was
countered by the introduction of the F-86 "Sabre" to
Korea. The F-86 shifted the balancz of  airpower and
in the "MiG Alley" region above the Yalu River the
Sabres established a 14.1 k i l l  ratio. With the Sabres
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engaging the MiGs, F-84 "Thunderjets" and American
bombers could operate against ground targets with
relative freedom from Communist air attacks.

Captain Joseph Connell; Jr. was the highest scoring
ace in Korea with 16 kills in 110 missions. The Air
Force ordered him home and in  1954 he died while
testing an F-8611 at Edwards AFB. The second leading
ace was Major James Jabara, who became the first
American to gain 5 jet kills, scoring 15 victories in 2
tours. The Korean conflict ended with the realization
that the rapid disarmament which had followed WW II
had been a mistake and that a strong military force
would be a vital factor in American defense policy in
the "Cold War."

Dominating American strategic thought i n  the
period during and after the Korean War was the
Strategic A i r  Command. SAC became a  nuclear
striking a r m  w i t h  t h e  13-29, b u t  n o t  u n t i l  the
development o f  the 13-50 and B-36 did SAC possess
truly intercontinental range. By 1951 the jet-powered
B-47 had begun t o  replace the 13-29 and B-50 and
assume the medium bomber role. The B-47, as fast as
many fighters at the time, was followed by the B-52 in
1955. While SAC grew in importance, the other Air
Force commands were modernizing their equipment.
Such planes as the C-130 and the Century Series
fighters began to enter the inventory.

Along with the great advances developed in  the
aircraft industry came new innovations i n  space
technology. The space race exploded in the late 505
following the launching of Russia's Sputnik I  and the
ideas on space travel became a reality. However, the
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space race also provided a means to develop military
missiles and by  January 1959, SAC had established
two strategic missile wings armed w i t h  Intercon-
tinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs).

The sixties began spectacularly as the Russians shot
down an American . 2  reconnaissance aircraft flown
by T h e  result of  this action was
the cance ation of a US-USSR Summit Conference and
the beginning o f  more serious confrontations. On
October 22, 1962, President Kennedy revealed to the
nation the reconnaissance photos taken by Air Force
RE-101s confirming the presence o f  Russian inter-
mediate range ballistic missiles (IRBMs) i n  Cuba.
American military forces were immediately alerted,
and in response to the Naval blockade and the threat
of a n  invasion o f  Cuba, Russian missiles were
withdrawn.

The next significant crisis for the United States
took place in the Gulf of Tonkin. Although the USAF
had been involved in  an advisory role in  Vietnam
since 1961,  t h e  bui ldup o f  U S  combat forces
expanded the role o f  the A i r  Force. The air war in
Southeast As ia  covered t h e  bombing o f  Nor th
Vietnam, interdicting of supply routes, and supporting
the ground forces. I n  t h e  Nor th ,  U S A F  105s
("Thuds"), later joined b y  F -4s, were f lown under
strict rules o f  engagement and  performed the i r
missions in spite of the MiG, SAM, and AAA threats. It
was a special kind o f  war, and men such as Lt KarlRichter were typical o f  the professionals needed to
accomplishthe mission..sLt Richter, upon completinghis required volunteered for another 100
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missions in  the F-105. On his 198th mission his
"Thud" was disabled. Although he successfully ejected
from his plane, he died of injuries.

But the war was much wider than just the forces
which flew bombing missions against the North. "Jolly
Green Giant" aircrew recovery helicopters and their
"Sandy" A-1 escorts accomplished seemingly impos-
sible rescue missions as they prevented the capture of
many downed airmen deep in hostile territory. 13-52
crews flew missions, first from Guam, then from
Thailand, which struck without warning from high
altitudes and inflicted massive damage on  enemy
troops and supply concentrations. KC-135 tankers
permitted t h e  extension o f  fighters' ranges and
frequently saved aircraft short o f  fuel from battle
damage. In the South, American Air Force and Navy
aircraft were able to provide effective close air support
through t h e  efforts o f  Forward A i r  Controllers
(FACs), many of them Air Force officers just out of
pilot training. The avilability o f  massive close air
support directed by FACs allowed the holding of Khe
Sanh against superior hostile ground forces.

In addition to the combat forces, USAF crews and
aircraft involved in airlift support played an extremely
important role, whether supplying special forces
camps under enemy attack or evacuating wounded
men for stateside medical treatment Airlift allowed
the combat forces to function with greater effective-
ness and mobility.

Along with the requirements in Southeast Asia, the
Air Force provided extensive military assistance to the
Mercury, Gemini, Apollo and other NASA spa,:c
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projects. Three Air Force astronauts flew Apollo 15 to
the moon and conducted experiments there in our
efforts toward the peaceful employment of space.

The Air Force is changing today to become more
aware o f  t h e  evolution o f  society. A  clear
understanding of our heritage is essential to interpret
the changes in the civilian community and how they
affect the military. While the trends in society dictate
a cynical attitude towards the military profession, you
who are now members o f  the profession o f  arms
should realize you have a rich heritage and one to be
proud of. The history of airpower is fascinating and
the purpose o f  this chapter has been to stimulate
interest and pride in what has now become your
heritage.



AIR FORCE DAYS

January 31, 1958--Explorer 1, the first US satellite to
go into orbit, was launched from Cape Canaveral,
now Cape Kennedy, by a Jupiter C booster. I t
discovered the inner Van Allen Radiation Belt.

March 26, 1926—Dr Robert H. Goddard launched the
first liquid fueled rocket in history. I t  flew 184
feet, and started the age of Modern Rocketry.

April 18, 1942—Led by Lt Colonel James 11. Doolittle,
16 B-25s took off from the carrier Hornet in the
first raid on Tokyo. Although all 16 planes were
lost, 1 4  crews came through alive. L t  Colonel
Doolittle was awarded the Congressional Medal of
Honor, a n d  t h e  other  flyers received t h e
Distinguished Flying Cross.

May 5, 1961—Commander Alan B. Sheppard, Jr, USN,
became the first US astronaut to enter space. His
Project Mercury capsule, "Freedom 7 , "  was
boosted from Cape Canaveral, Flordia, b y  a
Mercury Redstone (MR-3) rocket to a height of
115 miles. The flight lasted 14.8 minutes, traveled
302 miles, and reached a maximum speed of 5,000
mph.

May 12, 1949—The Soviet blockade of  Berlin was
lifted, bringing to a  close the Berlin Airlift and
signfying a  great moral victory for the Western
Powers. During the 4 6 2  days o f  "Operation
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Vittles" that preceded the end of  the airlift on
September 30 ,  1949, US  planes had officially
carried 1,7 83,826 tons o f  supplies in 277,262
flights. The airlift demonstrated the importance of
airpower as an instrument of national policy.

June 3-7, 1967—During the 4-day flight of the Gemini
4 capsule, Major Edward H. White, USAF, became
the first American to walk in space. With Major
James A .  McDivitt, U S A F,  a s  commander,
Astronaut White spent 22  minutes outside the
capsule connected to i t  by a 25-foot tether and
oxygen cord.

July 20, 1969—Fulfilling President Kennedy's state-
ment of national objective, the US landed the first
manned space vehicle on the moon at 4:17:41
(EDT). The Lunar Module, named "Eagle." carried
Commander Neil A .  Armstrong and L M  pilot
Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr, USAF, as the Command and
Service Module, named "Columbia," orbited the
moon. A t  10:56:20 pm (EDT) Astronaut Arm-
strong became the first man to step on the Moon.

July 26, 1947—The National Security Act became law.
The law provided for the establishment of the third
military department, the A i r  Force, and the
National Military Establishment, headed b y  a
civilian Secretary of Defense, for unified direction
of the Services.

August 6, 1946—The first Atomic bomb was dropped
on Hiroshima, Japan. The bomb was delivered by
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the B-29 "Enola Gay," under command of Colonel
Paul W. Tibbits, Jr.

September 28, 1924—Completion of the first around-
the-world flight in aviation history. Four Douglas
biplanes, under the command of Major Frederick
L. Martin, left on the 26,35 0-mile journey on April
6. After 175 days, 363 hours flying time, two
planes returned under command o f  Lieutenant
Lowell H. Smith.

October 1, 1942—The first jet flight by an American
aircraft. The plane was the XP-59A built by Bell
Aircraft Corporation with two General Electric 1-A
turbojets mounted beneath the wings close to the
fuselage. During its first flight of 30 minutes, the
plane approached 400 mph.

October 14, 1947—On this date, the Bell XS-1 became
the first piloted plane to break the speed of sound.
It was launched from a 8-29. With Captain Charles
E. Yeager as pilot, the plane reached a height of
70,140 feet i n  2  minutes and 3 0  seconds o f
powered flight. Captain Yeager named the plane
"Glamorous Glennis" after his wife.

November 8 ,  1950— First a l l  jet aerial combat in
history. Lieutenant Russell J. Brown in an F-80
shot down a Russian MiG-15 over North Korea.

December 17, 1903—The Wright brothers, Orville and
Wilber, made the  first sustained, controlled,
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powered flights from Kill Devil Hill, Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina. The fourth and longest flight
covered a distance of 852 feet in 59 seconds. Three
days earlier, on the 14th, they had made the first
powered flight Listing 3.5 seconds for a distance of
105 feet.
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PILOT TRAINING

Air Force pilots are among the best trained and
most professional aviators in the world. Through many
hours of classroom preparation and practical instruc-
tion i n  basic flying skills received from the A i r
Training Command, the new pilot is ready to progress
to more advanced aircraft. Every potential pilot
should realize the study and time which goes into
becoming a rated officer.

Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) initiated in
1961 enables the pilot trainee to complete all his
training at one base. The UPT course includes 1,000
hours o f  instruction i n  a  4 8  week course; the
breakdown is approximately 208 flying hours, 500
hours in academic and military training, and 55 hours
in simulators. The flying program is separated into a
primary and a basic phase.

The single engine Cessna T-41, military version of
the Cessna 172F, is the primary Phase I trainer. In the
normal 1 6  hour program the student learns the
fundamentals o f  flight before progressing t o  the
Cessna T-37 jet trainer in Phase II. The T-37 is a twin
engine, subsonic jet which is versatile enough to be used
by the Vietnamese Air Force and the USAF Special
Operations Force in its combat version (A-37). Over
82.5 hours are included in T-37 instruction, and at the
completion of  the primary phase the trainee is well
versed in procedures before upgrading to the T-38. The
Northrup T-38 Talon is a twin engine aircraft able to
achieve speeds up to Mach 1.2 (800 mph). Students
receive 110 hours in the Talon, but flying is not the only
training hereceives.
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Physiology, navigation, flight planning and safety
are a few of the many subjects the student must take.
He is also expected to  maintain a  high degree of
professionalism through drill, parades, inspections, and
physical training. The completion of UPT is an end to
basic flying and a  beginning to the officer's flying
career.

The eleven UPT bases are:
Columbus AFB, Miss Randolph AFB, Tex
Craig AFB, Ala R e e s e  ANL Tex
Laredo AFB, Tex S h e p p a r d  AFB, Tex
Laughlin AFB, Tex V a n c e  AFB, Okla
Moody AFB, Ga W e b b  AFB, Tex

Williams AFB, Ariz

NAVIGATOR TRAINING

Upon completion o f  Undergraduate Navigator
Training (UNT) at Mather AFB, Sacramento, Calif, the
newly rated navigator has several options available to
him. H e  may go directly into transports, tankers,
special operations, fighters, or reconnaissance opera-
tions. Otherwise, he can chose further training in radar
bombardment or electronic warfare.

The navigator flies in eve y' command and in nearly
every type o f  aircraft. The MAC navigator flies
primarily i n  the C-141 and the C -5A; the TAC
navigator is in volved in  the C-130 and its varied
missions; PACAF and USAFE transport navigators
provide intratheater airlift and direct support for
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combat units. Navigators in these overseas commands
also fly special combat missions in the AC-47, AC-119,
and AC-130 gunships. They may also perform precise
navigation for reconnaissance and electronic counter-
measures aircraft, such as the EB-66, EC-121, and
EC-130. Finally, navigators are used in all commands
in support aircraft, including the C-47, C-54, C-118,
and C-131. The SAC navigator is used in the KC-135,
C-135, and 11-52.

Fighter a n d  reconnaissance navigators (WSO)
operate weapons systems which drop bombs, fire
missies and rockets, and search f o r  MiGs. O n
reconnaissance missions the fighter navigator operates
highly sophisticated infra-red sensors, side-looking
radars, and cameras to collect intelligence and assess
damage. PACAF, TAC and USAFE are the major
command assignments for the fighter navigator who
flies the F-4, R F-4, F-111, R F-111, and even the A-26.

The radar navigator (RN) has to receive additional
training at Mather AFB. SAC's B-52 bombers and
I. B-111s employ radar navigators a s  they  a r e
responsible for operating the radar to pinpoint targets.

The Electronic Warfare Officer (EWO) has played a
vital role in SAC for many years, but in Vietnam his
importance in tactical air warfare has emerged. The
I -WO, or  "Raven," has a  dual role in electronic
warfare: he gathers intelligence and then employs
countermeasures such as jamming enemy radar to
ensure the success of the mission. TAC and PACAF
use EWO's in F-105s, EB-66s, and EC-121. SAC has
Ravens in B-52s and EC-135s.

The navigator in the past has been a "second class
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citizen" i n  t h e  A i r  Force. While promotional
opportunities for rated personnel greatly exceed the
non-rated officer, the navigator still can not achieve
command status of an operational squadron. Measures
are being taken to provide qualified navigators with
more responsibility, but there is still much work to be
done in this area. However, there is a great need for
navigators in all branches of the Air Force, as new
weapons systems and avionics require qualified rated
officers.

UNDERGRADUATE HELICOPTER TRAINING

The Undergraduate P i l o t  Training-Helicopter
(UPT-II) program i s  a  thirty-two week course
conducted by the United States Army. Phase 1 is
sixteen weeks in duration during which the student
receives 100 flying hours of primary helicopter flight
training at Fort Wolters, Texas. This training is given
in either the H-23 or H-55 helicopter. Phase 11 is also
sixteen weeks, and the student is given 60 hours of
concentrated instrument training in the Bell TH-13T
"Sioux" helicopter. On successful completion of this
phase, he is awarded an Army Standard Instrument
Certificate. In  the last four weeks, the student is
qualified in the Bell UH-1B, 1) or H model "Huey"•
After graduation he can apply for an FAA Commercial
Helicopter Rating, including instrument privileges,
based upon his military competence.

Five weeks prior to graduation, each class is given
list of operational assignments which include type of
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helicopter, major command, and base. Each student
selects his assignment based on his class sanding at
that point in the course. Upon graduation from Fort
Rucker, he receives the wings of an Air Force pilot.

From Fort Rucker, the new Air Force helicopter
pilot reports to the 1550th Aircrew Training and Test
Wing, Hill AFB, Utah, for combat crew training. He
will receive approximately 24 hours of training in the
UH-1F during his first month at Hill AFB, This course
is designed t o  familiarize h im wi th  A i r  Force
helicopter policies and procedures. The follow-on
training after this initial course wil l  b e  i n  the
end-assignment aircraft and will be 4 to 12 weeks in
duration, depending on the type aircraft. The new
pilot will attend the Water Survival Training Course
(Homestead AFB) while in pipeline status unless he
has mmpleted an acceptable course which fulfills
USAF requirements.
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SAC
MAJOR COMMANDS

While General McConnell, former Air Force Chief
of Staff, stated the mission of the Air Force is "To fly
and fight and don't you ever forget it," there are a
great many services and support functions which make
this mission possible. To maintain the credibility of its
mission, the Air Force has divided its organization into
20 Major Commands and Separate Operating Agencies.

*Aeronautical Chart and Information Center
Aerospace Defense Command

*Air Force Accounting and Finance Center .
Air Force Communications Service

*Air Force Data Systems Design Center
Air Force Logistics Command
Air Force Systems Command
Air Force Training Command

*Air Reserve Personnel Center
Air University
Alaskan Air Command

*Headquarters Air Force Reserve
Headquarters Command, USAF
Military Airlift Command
Pacific Air Forces
Strategic Air Command
Tactical Air Command

*United States Air Force Academy
United States Air Force Security Service
United States Air Force in Europe
United States Air Forces Southern Command

*Indicates separate operating agencies

Commander: General Bruce K. Holloway
Headquarters: Offutt AFB, Nebraska

SAC is the United States Air Force's long range
strike force comprising a mixture of combat aircraft
and intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs). The
mission of SAC is to maintain a global force to deter
aggression during peace time and destroy an enemy's
warmaking capability i n  war time conditions. I n
keeping with its mission, SAC's motto has been:
"Peace is Our Profession."

SAC Headquarters is  located a t  Offutt AFB,
Nebraska where t h e  airborne command post, a
modified C-135A nicknamed "Looking Glass," con-
taining a  general officer, constantly flys over the
Offutt area. Within the continental United States there
are two numbered air forces and a missile division:
Second Air Force, Barksdale AFB, La; Fifteenth Air
Force, March AFB, Calif; and 1st Strategic Aerospace
Division, Vandenberg AFB, Calif. SAC also has one
numbered a i r  force overseas: Eighth A i r  Force,
Andersen AFB, Guam. In all there are 46 SAC bases
worldwide.

The 400 B -52s, 70  FB-11 Is, and 600 KC-135s
comprise the bomber-tanker force. While the bomber
force has global capability through aerial refueling,

iSAC s  the Air  Force's single manager for tanker
Operations, providing air-to-air refueling for PAC/U-7,
TAC, and ADC. Approximately 40 percent o f  the
bomber-tanker force is on ground alert all the time,
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positioned to take off within the warning time of an
ICBM attack provided by the ballistic missile early
warning system (BMEWS).

Strategic reconnaissance and missle capabilities are
also provided by SAC. The U-2 and SR-71 (a mach 3+
aircraft) ensure accurate intelligence information. The
missile fo r  includes: Quail—decoy employed by
B-52 which gives a bomber-like return on radar and is
carried i n  the bomb bay; Hound Dog—supersonic
guided missle, containing nuclear warhead and
launched from B -52s; SRAM—Short Range Attack
Missile released by B-52 providing standoff capability;
Titan f u e l e d  ICBM with largest nuclear
warhead; Minuteman 1—solid fueled ICBM; Minuteman
11—solid fueled ICBM and has larger second stage for
longer range than Minuteman I; Minuteman III—solid
fueled ICBM, not operational and with improved
third-stage engine i t  i s  able to  employ Multiple
Independent Reentry Vehicles (MIRVs). This mixed
force concept of bombers and missies provides SAC
with an immediate retaliation capability.

SAC'S Weapons
Manned: B - 5 2 ,  FB-111, KC-135, SR-71, U-2
Unmanned: Hound Dog, Quail, SRAM, Titan I I .

Minuteman I ,  I I ,  I I I

TAC

Commander: General William W. Momyer
Headquarters: Langley AFB, Virginia

The mission of  the Tactical Air Command is "to
produce and maintain combat-ready forces capable of
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conducting world-wide tactical air operations." In order
to fulfill i t s  role TA C  i s  composed o f  fighter,
reconnaissance, tanker, troop carrier, communications,
and support units. All these areas provide TAC with
quick reaction capability to any part of the world.

TAC forces are assigned the responsibility for: (1)
Counterair—gain and maintain air superiority, (2) Air
Interdiction—deny enemy's combat forces the sup-
plies, mobility, and troops needed for  sustained
operations, ( 3 )  Close A i r  Support—destruction o f
enemy forces in support o f  friendly troops in the
immediate battle area, (4)  Tactical Ai r  Reconnais-
sance—obtain information o f  enemy activities, (5 )
Tactical Airlift —provide mobility and logistical sup-
port to friendly forces, and (6)  Tactical Electronic
Warfare. These six functions give TAC one of the most
versatile capabilities in the Air Force.

With headquarters a t  Langley AFB,  Va.,  TAC
directs the operations of three numbered air forces
and 19 bases within the United States. The 9th Air
Force, Shaw AFB, SC., and 12th Air Force, Bergstrom
AFB, Tex direct operations in the United States,
while the 19th Air Force, Seymorc Johnson AFB, NC,
acts as a planning headquarters. TAC also directs the
Tactical Air Warfare Center, Eglin AFB, Fla, Tactical
Airlift Center, Pope AFB, NC, Tactical Air Recon-
naissance Center, Shaw AFB, SC, Tactical Fighter
Weapons Center, Nellis AFB, Nev, and the Special
Operations Force, Eglin AFB, Fla.

TAC serves as the air arm for the US Strike
and Atlantic Commands. TAC, as the US Air Forces
Strike Command (USAF Strike), provides tatical air
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forces to the Strike Command for humanitarian and
military operations. Also the Composite Air Strike
Forces (CASE) has provided support to  deterring
limited war.

TAC's Weapon s
Manned: C 7 ,  C-123, C-130, A1E, A-37, AC-47,

AC-119, A C -130, CH-3, H-21, CH -1,
U-10, UC-123, C-118, C-135, T-39, T-33,
04 ,  0-2,0V-10, F-4,F-100.A-7, F-105,
B-57, F-111,  RF-101, EB-66, RF-4,
EC-47, EC-121

Unmanne.. Mace,  Bullpup, Sidewinder, Sparrow III
Walleye, Shrike, Maverick, Standard
Arm

ADC

Commander: Lt General Thomas K. McGehee
Headquarters: Ent AFB, Colorado

The mission of the Aerospace Defense Command is.
to defend and deter enemy attack, after it is airborne.
In i ts  defense role ADC must be able t o  react
instantaneously t o  minimize an attacker's effective-
ness. I t s  deterrence role requires A D C  t o  warn
strategic forces of an attack, defend bases and missle
sights, and create uncertainty i n  a n  aggressor's
operations.

In 1 9 5 7  t h e  North American A i r  Defense
Command (NORAD) was formed t o  defend the
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United States, Canada, and Alaska. NORAD is a
combined command made up of both Canadian and
United States forces. ADC is the American comporent
of NORAD, which is located in Cheyenne Mountain
near Colorado Springs. Over 70•i o f  NORAD's men
and equipment are from ADC.

To fulfill their mission ADC and NORAD have to
perform the four functions of air defense. They must
first detect the enemy utilizing the Ballistic Missile
Early Warning System (BMEWS) of which there are
three a t  Clear, Alaska, Thule, Greenland, and
Fylingdales Moor, England. The Distant Early Warning
System (DEW Line.), the Mid-Canada Line, and
numerous EC-121 picket ships and other aircraft also
assist in the detection of  an airborne threat. After
detection, the enemy must be identified, intercepted,
and destroyed, if necessary.

The global mission o f  ADC has become too
complicated f o r  man t o  handle efficiently. A
computer system known as SAGE, Semi-Automatic
Ground Environment, has been developed to analyze
data from various radars throughout the world and to
aid commanders in their decisions. Backup for SAGE
is furnished b y  t h e  computers o f  the Backup
Interceptor Control (BUIC) system. Finally, the
information gathering operations have been improved
by the development of Over-the-Horizon (OTH) radar.

The newest ADC system will be the Airborne Warning
and Control System (AWACS), using an 8-engine Boeing
aircraft with a  large antenna on top of its fuselage.
AWACS will take over the role of the EC-121 which has
become outmoded in this age of speed.

Manned:
Unmanned:

ADC's Weapons
F-106, EC-121
Genie, Falcon, Bomarc
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MAC

Commander: General Jack J. Catton
Headquarters: Scott AFB, Illinois

The Military A i r  Transport Service (MATS)
established in 1948, immediately proved its capabil-
ities by helping to break the Berlin Blockade. On 1
January, 1966 MATS changed its name to the Military
Airlift Command (MAC), but its mission continued to
support the fighting forces of the United States and to
serve the humanitarian needs of people everywhere.

MAC's resources are separated into three types of
organizations: airlift components, technical services,
and special wings. The airlift units are: 21st Air Force,
McGuire AFB, NJ which controls MAC operations
from east of the Mississippi to Calcutta, India; 22nd
Air Force, Travis AFB, Calif, which controls west of
the Mississippi to India; and Commercial Airlift, as
MAC is the single manager for airlift service within the
DOD, supplying commercial airline support, Civil
Reserve A i r  Fleet  (CRAF), t o  back u p  MAC
operations.

The technical services of MAC are broken into the
Aerospace Audio-Visual Service (AAVS) at Norton
AFB, California; Air Weather Service (AWS), Scott
AFB, Illinois; Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service
(ARRS), Scott A t l i ,  Illinois; and the Aerospace
Cartographic and Geodetic Service (ACGS), Forbes
AFB, Kansis. Finally, the special wings of  MAC
provide medical evacuation, transportation for the
President and his staff, and training for MAC crews.

MAC's Aircraft
C-5, C-141, RC-135A, RC-130, CH-3,111I-53,
U11-1, VC-137, C-118, VC-140, VC-6, C-131H, C-9
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PACAF

Commanderr: General Lucius D. Clay
Headquarters: Ilickam AFB, Hawaii

The Pacific Air Forces is the air component of the
United Pacific Command (PACOM) responsible for
aerospace operations in Central and Western Pacific,
the Far Fast and Southeast Asia. The PACAF mission
is t o  provide mobile, tactical forces f o r  any
emergency; assist friendly nations; provide intratheater
airlift; support t h e  a i r  aspects o f  the Military
Assistance Program (MAP); and aid in US military and
civilian space programs.

The major PACAF units arc: the 13th Air Force,
Clark AB, Republic of  the Philippines; the 5th Air
Form, Fuchu AS, Japan; the 7th Air Force, Ton Son
Nhut AB, Vietnam; 326th Air Division, Wheeler AFB,
Hawaii; and the 6486th Air Base Wing, flickam AFB
Hawaii. PACAF utilizes a  myriad o f  aircraft
throughout the Pacific and Asian areas.

USAFSC

Commander: Maj General Kenneth 0. Sanborn
Headquarters: Albrook AFB, Canal Zone

The United States Southern Command is  the
USAF component serving Latin America. The mission
is to assist Latin American air forces to develop their
capability to aid in hemispheric defense and their own
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internal security. This broad mission requires USAFSC
to aid i n  civic-action activities, prompting better
relations between the United States and the Latin
American republics.

AFSC

Commander: General George S. Brown
Headquarters: Andrews AFB, Maryland

The purpose of the Air Force Systems Command is
to advance USAF aerospace technology and adapt it
into operational systems. The major operations of
AFSC includes support for Southeast Asia, a recent
limited addition; new aeronautical developments;
national space program; and management o f  USAF
scientific and technical resources and advances in
technology. A n  integral part o f  these operations
includes extensive research and development (R & D),
which has been responsible for many programs, such
as the XB-70, F-111, and C-5A. R & D has been one of
the most relied upon tools of the AFSC, supplanting
the old "Fly Before You Buy" maxim of  the 1950's.

AFLC

Commander: General Jack G. Merrell
Headquarters: Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

The A i r  Force Logistics Command provides
materiel support t o  al l  forces in  the A i r  Fora .
Weapons, ammunition, parts for aircraft and vehicles.
etc. are among the varied articles the AFLC supplies.
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Since logistics has been a  difficult task for armed
forces throughout history, the AFLC has employed
the concept of  Air Material Areas (AMA), each of
which (there are 5 )  must maintain a  certain type
aircraft and its supporting equipment. The war in
Vietnam has called for new concepts such as Rapid
Area Maintenance (RAM) teams used in SEA.

AAC

Commander: Major General Joseph A.  Cunningham
Headquarters: Elmendorf AFB, Alaska

If an aggressor were to come from the north from
Siberia, the Alaskan Ai r  Command would be the
first-line of defense of Alaska and North America. A
large network radar and warning and control systems
are operated and supported by AAC in cooperation
with NORAD and ADC.

ATC

Commander: Lt General George C. Simler
Headquarters: Randloph AFB, Texas

The Air Training Command supplies the qualified
Personnel needed to man the various USAF weapons
systems. AT C  provides many different types o f
training, ranging from basic military training a t
Laekland AFB, Texas, to technical training in any of
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the wide variety of career fields in the Air Force. Pilot
training, a major portion of ATC's work, is conducted
in the T-41, T-37, and T-38. ATC has been responsible
through its programs for the success of our air forces
throughout the world.

USAFE

Commander: General Joseph R. Holzapple
Headquarters: Lindsey AS, Wiesbaden, Germany

The United States A i r  Forces in Europe was
organized in 1945. USAFE's job is to train and equip
Air Force units assigned to NATO, and to aid NATO
nations in the development o f  their air forces. AU
USAFE-NATO missions are directed by the Supreme
Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR).

The USAFE forces operate throughout Western
Europe and the Middle East. The three numbered air
forces of USAFE are: 3rd Air Force, South Ruislip,
England; 16th Air Force, Torrejon AB, Spain; and the
17th Air Force, Ramstein AB, Germany. The primary
fighter aircraft in Europe is the F-4 with many of the
older F-4s being supplanted by the new F-4ES.

AFCS

Commander: Major General Paul R. Stoney
Headquarters: Richard s-Gebaur AFB, Missouri

Established 1 July, 1961, the Air Force Communi-
cations Service performs a vital function essential to
the Air Force mission. AFCS provides five principal
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services: (1) communications on base essential to its
operation, such as telephones, intercoms, fire and
crash alarms, air police, and security alarm systems,
(2) interbase communications consisting o f  global
teletype, radio and telephone networks, (3) emergency
mission support, ( 4 )  air  traffic control services,
including control towers, radar approach controls, and
ground-to-air stations, and (5) air navigational aids, as
direction Cinders, instrument land systems, and tactical
navigation aids. Without an efficient communications
system the Air Force would not be able to perform its
mission.
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Lt Frank Luke, the Arizona Balloon Buster
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THE USE OF AIRPOWER IN WORLD WAR I

Although the Wright brothers and other early
aviation pioneers had forseen the military potential
of aircraft at an early date, it was not until World
War 1 that the aircraft became a weapon. In 1914
airplanes were frail, boxkite-like structures of wood,
fabric, and wire. Aviators on both sides felt joined
together in a bond of  fellowship by their romantic
and hazardous profession and frequently exchanged
friendly waves as they passed over the lines. The
opposing staffs were a t  first reluctant to  depend
upon intelligence obtained from the air. Then, as
the trench lines hardened and wralry reconnais-
sance became impossible (at least i n  the west),
aerial reconnaissance became a  m o r e  serious
business. I t  became apparent that the war -a much
grimmer affair than had been anticipated—would
not b e  over soon and pilots made their first
tentative trys at  bombing and strafing targets on
the ground. In place of the friendly waves, aviators
began to exchange brickbats, small arms fire, and
an occasional hand grenade. This led to efforts to
deny intelligence to the enemy by shooting down
his reconnaissance aircraft. Machineguns on mounts
which were splayed upward or of f  to the side to
miss the propeller were tried. So were hand held
automatic rif les a n d ,  f inally,  swivel mounted
machineguns fired f r o m  t h e  rear cockpits o f
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2-seaters. None
successful
A i i r i n r e l l

Alta

S O W  AAA .

of these expedients were notably

Roland Gar ros  ( u n d e r  t h e  " x " )  under  interrogation
Immediately a f te r  h is  capture.

Then, around the end of 1914, a Frenchman by
the name o f  Roland Garros got an  idea. I f  a
machinegun could be mounted in front of the pilot
and fired safely through the propeller arc, a small
maneuverable airplane could be turned into a "flying
machinegun." Instead o f  having t o  worry about
simultaneously flying and aiming a moveable gun, the
pilot would simply aim his aircraft. Garros, an
excellent machinist, succeeded i n  accomplishing
exactly what he had set out to do. He thus became the
world's first fighter pilot.
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Morane•Saulnior " N "

The usual story is that Garros simply bolted
triangular pieces of  armor plate to the back of his
propeller as bullet deflectors. Instead, in view of the
fact that he took several months to perfect his device,
it seems likely that he actually developed some sort of
interrupter gear—a device which mechanically pre-
vented the machinegun from firing when a propeller
blade was in front of it—and kept the metal wedges as
"insurance." However this may be, Garros, firing
directly through his propeller, struck fear into the
hearts of German pilots (and their intelligence-hungry
staff officers) by downing 5 reconnaissance aircraft in
the first 2 weeks of April, 1915. Then on 15 April, he
was forced down behind German lines—ironically,
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while on a  bombing mission—and captured with
aircraft intact.

I no

L t  M a x  i m m e l m a n n  i n  f r o n t  o f  h is
F o k k e r -  " E m d o r d s o n "

Realizing that they had captured Garros and his
feared secret device, the Germans immediately sent for
their premier aircraft designer, the Dutchman Anthony
Fokker, with instructions to copy Garros' mechanism.
Instead, Fokker (according to his story) developed a
completely new mechanical interrupter gear (in the
remarkably short time of 72 hours—it took the English:
nearly a  year  t o  come u p  wi th  a n  equivalent
mechanism) and mounted i t  in  his E-1 monoplane.
Since the secret of Garros' interrupter gear--if he had
one—went in to  captivity with him, this gave t h
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Germans a decisive advantage in the air, particularly
over the British, and scores of allied airmen perished in
the ensuing "Fokker scourge" which lasted well into
the Spring of 1916.

/

4 ) A2IP 4
H a u p t m a n  O s w a l d  B o e l c k e

The first German "aces" got their start during this
period. Max Immelman enjoyed a brief career during
which h e  scored 1 5  "k i l ls"  and  perfected t h e
maneuver which still bears his name before being shot
down in  February, 1916. Oswald Boelcke, later to
become the "father" o f  fighter tactics, also got his
start in "eindcckcrs" during this period.

Meanwhile the French, awaiting the development
Of a  satisfactory interrupter gear had mounted a
gas-operated Lewis gun atop the upper wing of their
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Nieuport scouts f i r ing directly forward above the
propeller arc. This led to something of a standoff. The
Nieuport was a far superior aircraft to the "eindecker"
and could avoid i t  with ease; but the Lewis gun had
only 47 rounds in its drum magazine and was nearly
impossible to reload in a fight. Even so, a number of
French aces began to build up sizeable scores during
1915 and 1916, notably Jean Navarre who used as few

Charles Nunguesser in  h is  N i e u p o r t  27
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as 6 bullets to down at least one of his victims. Both
Georges Gunemeyer w i t h  54 victories on 11
September 1917) and Rene Fonck began their careers
in Nieuport scouts during this period. Also associated
with Nieuport scouts was Charles Nunguesser, a
frequently wounded ace who delighted in painting
macabre markings on his aircraft.

The English, meanwhile, attempted t o  stop the
"Fokker Scourge" by developing a peculiar series of
pusher scouts, fighter aircraft in which the engine and
propeller were behind the pilot and his gun, thus doing
away with the need for sychronization gear. Armed
with D c  Havilland D I !  2  pushers, Number 2 4
Squadron, Royal Flying Corps, the first true fighter
squadron, was deployed to  the western front under
the command o f  Major Lanoe Hawker in  the early
spring o f  1916.  T h e  D H -2s were immediately
successful and a  period o f  allied a i r  supremacy
followed.

Major  Lanoe  Hawke r,  V C ,
Commander  o f  No .  24  Squadron ,  R F C
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The Germans, however, had not been resting on
their laurels and fielded the Albatros series of scouts,
powered by the superb Mercedes and Benz in-line,
liquid cooled engines.. Sleek, fast, and able to carry
two synchronized, belt-fed machineguns, these aircraft

The Albatros D -II

totally outclassed their opponents and revolutionized
fighter design. Their advantages were more fully
utilized by the formation of relatively large fighter
units.

The first o f  these so-called Jastas (short for
Jagdstaffel, literally "hunting echelon") was Ante, 2,
formed under Hauptman (Captain) Oswald Boelcke in
the Fall of 1916. Boelcke, like Lanoe Hawker, was a
highly inspirational and chivalrous leader, and Jasta 2
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quickly became a breeding ground for German aces.
The new Jastas with their superior Albatros D Its

and D Ills bean cutting deeply into allied parity in
the air and by Bloody April" of 1917 had completely
turned the tables on the English. Lanoe Hawker, flying
a DH2, was killed in a classic air duel on 23 November
1916 by a protege of Boelcke's who was slated to gain
notoriety a s  t h e  head o f  Jasta I I  and  later
Jadgeschwador 1, the famed "Flying Circus," as the
head o f  Jasta I I ,  Baron Manfred von Richtofen.
Ironically, Boelcke himself had been killed in a mid air
collision with another German aircraft less than a
month earlier.

Though not so spectacular the French difficulties
were almost as serious as the English. Pending the
development of  the Hispano-Suiza engine, all allied
scouts were powered by rotary radial engines, engines
in which the crank shaft was bolted solidly to the
firewall and the crank case and piston- all turning
together—were bolted solidly to the propeller. These
engines had a good power to weight ratio, but that was
about a l l .  Aside f rom the  obvious mechanical
difficulties—there was no throttle—the tremendous
gyroscopic forces generated b y  these whirling
monstrosoties made the aircraft which they powered
extremely difficult to fly. Consequently, even after
the English h a d  come u p  wi th  a  successful
synchronization gear, both they and the French were
still outclassed by the Albatros scouts.

This deficiency began to be remedied when the
Spad V I I ,  powered by the excellent Hispano-Suiza
engine, made its debut in the "Fall" of 1916; but
Production was very slow to build up. Meanwhile, the
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British continued t o  struggle o n  against t h e
Albatrosses with obsolete English types and a handful
of borrowed Nieuports and Spads. The only really
successful British figher of this period was the highly
maneuverable Sopwith triplane, used with great effect
by the Canadian Naval ace Raymond Collishaw; but
the idea o f  a  triplane—later copied b y  Anthony
Fokker—was too radical for the British hierarchy and
only a few Sopwith tripes were built.

Only by the Summer of 1917 did the allies get
sufficient numbers of  Spads and SE5s (an English
scout powered by  a  Hispano-Suiza derivative) to
challenge the German superiority i n  the air. To
counter the improved Spads and the SE5 the Germans
toyed briefly with the Fokker triplane—von Richtofen

• was killed in one—before coming out with the Fokker
D VII, a fine fighter with which they finished the war.
The French continued to  develop the basic Spad
design while the British came out with a new family of
improved rotary-powered scouts, notably the Sopwith
"Camel," which were noted f o r  their extreme
maneuverability—and f o r  t h e i r  vicious f ly ing
characteristics.

A'hile the struggle for air superiority over the
trenches had been going on, a  number o f  other
experiments with airpower had been tried. The
Germans, unsuccessful in  their Zepplin raids, had
turned t o  conventional bombers t o  mount a
respectable air assault on London in the last year of
the war. They had also developed a  number o f
specialized ground attack aircraft and a  highly
developed doctrine for  their use, a  foretaste o f
blitzkrieg o f  WW 11. The English had developed a
highly efficient heavy bomber of their own in the
Handley Page 0/400 and were prepared to  use i t
against strategic targets i n  Germany when the
Armistice was signed. The Americans had been unable
to develop aircraft with sufficient performance to
engage in combat on the western front; but American
pilots such as Raoul Lufberry, Frank Luke ("The
Arizona ballon buster") a n d  Captain "Eddie"
Rickenbacker, the top ranking American ace, had
made a  name for skill and courage in the air and
General "Billy" Mitchell had tested, in a limited way,
his theories of air warfare, a portent for the future.
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AIRCRAFT

Abbreviations Used in Captions

In order to reduce space required for captions, a
number of abbreviations are used:

A.R. —  Air Refuelable
G.E. —  General Electric

— Turbojet
P&W —  Pratt & Whitney
R —  Reciprocating

— Turboprop
I F  —  Turbofan
W W r i g h t

In intcrpretating the date all speed and ranges arc
given in miles. Thrust and payload are in pounds with
thrust being per engine.

The majority o f  the fighters and bombers arc
equipped for air refueling and ranges listed are those
on internal fuel alone. Also the fighter-bomber types
arc able t o  carry both conventional and nuclear
weapons as a rule. The most common payloads are
rocket pods, bombs, incendigel, and CBU's.
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Bombers of Past and Present

B-17 Boeing Flying Fortress
A 4 -engine heavy bomber, the B-17 was the primary

bomber in the early years of World War I I .  Equipped
with up to  1 3  .50 caliber guns and carrying up to
17,600 lbs o f  bombs, the B-17 saw service in every
theater o f  the war. Over 12,000 were produced and
modifications allowed it to perform recon, rescue and
cargo carrying missions in addition to  its bombing
role.

B-24 Consolidated Liberator
A 4 -engine heavy bomber, the 13-24 performed a

variety of missions including cargo, tanker, recoil, and
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anti-sub in addition to its bombing role. A counterpart
to the 8.17, it too saw wide service. Equipped with 10
.50 caliber guns and carrying up to 12,500 lbs, the
8-24 was used on such raids as Ploesti. Modifications
were used by the British and by the Navy.

B-25 North American Mitchell
A twin-engine medium bomber, the B-25 gained

fame with its raid on Tokyo from the USS Hornet.
The 13-25 appeared in  many models with the major
differences being in armament and payloads. "Solid"
nose models featured a 75mm cannon or up to eight
.50 caliber guns, which were used on ground attack
and anti-ship missions.

B-26 Martin Marauder
Although nicknamed the "Widow Maker" because

of development problems, the 13-26 was an excellent
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medium bomber in Europe. With somc versions almost
as heavily armed as the B-17, the Marauder drew the
missions in direct support o f  the ground forces in
France and Italy.

8-29 Boeing Superfortress
The "superbombcr" of World War I I ,  the B-29 saw

action against Japan where its incendiary raids were
able to destroy large sections of Japan's major cities.
The "Enola Gay" and "Bock's Car' were B-29s which
dropped atomic bombs on Japan. The 13-29 also served
in Korea in bombing interdiction points and supply
depots. The 13-50 Superfortress was developed from
the B-29 and was a part of SAC until the late 1950s.

B.36 Convair Peacemaker
Designed to  f l y  over 10,000 miles and carry up to

100,000 lbs of bombs, the Peacemaker had 6 pusher
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engines and 4  jet  engines. The B-36 provided the
nuclear deterrence i n  the  Cold War until the jet
bombers and missiles replaced it. The B-36 was used in
such projects as the parasite F-85 Goblin fighter and as
an airborne test bed for a nuclear reactor. The 13-36
lived up to its nickname and never dropped a bomb_

13-47 Boeing Stratojet
A 6  jet bomber the B-47 was faster than many

fighters when i t  first entered the  inventory. A i r
refueling allowed its 3,000 mile range to be extended
and brought conversion to weather and reconassiance
missions. Like the B-36 its never dropped a bomb.

B-52H Boeing Stratofortress
Engine: 8 P&W TI'-33s w/17.000#-ea
Speed: 660
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Range: 12,000+ (A.R.)
Payload: 20,000+ lbs
Crew: 6
User: SAC
The I I  model i s  the latest o f  the B-52 series.

Equipped with 2  Hound Dogs, Quail, and a 2 0  mm
cannon in its tail, the li model is designed for low level
penetration. The B-5 2s used in SEA arc the earlier D
models and have been modified to carry up to 60,000
lbs in bombbay and wing racks.

Air refuelable, the B-52s range is determined by
crew and plane endurance. Although airborne alert is
no longer normally flown, 30 percent of the 13-5 2 fleet
is on 15 minute ground alert. The B-52 forms the bulk
of the SAC bomber force in its G and 11 models and is
being modified to carry the SRAM to enhance its long
range attack capability.
UNN IN IMa r -

B-57 Martin Canberra
Engine: 2 Wright J-65s w/7200# ca
Speed: 600
Range: 2000 (A.R.)
Payload: 8000 lbs
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Crew: 2
User: TAC
A l i g h t  bomber developed f r o m  t h e  British

Canberra, the B-57 has proven extremely effective in
SEA. Extremely durable and able to carry heavy loads
and loiter for extended periods, the B-57 is well suited
to the COIN warfare requirements. Withdrawn from
SEA f o r  a  t ime, the  Canberra has recently been
returned to  combat in  the G  model. The G model
features improved low light level and night sensors for
hitting moving targets at night and in bad weather.
The G model is equipped with 4 20inni cannons.

B-58 Convair Hustler
The f irst  Mach 2  bomber, the Hustler carried

Weapons and fuel in a detachable pod. Noted for its
delta wing and 4 jet engines, the 13-58 was impractical
for conventional bombing and recently left the Al '
inventory.
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EB-66 Douglas Destroyer
Engine: 2 Allison J-71sw/10,200# ea
Speed: 650
Range: 1500+ (A.R.)
Crew: 3 in C model, 7 in E model
Mission: FLINT and ECM
User: TAC
The USAF version of the Navy A-3 Skywarrior, the

EB-66s a r e  used t o  provide standoff jamming
capability against enemy electronic defenses. Although
once used to lead fighter-bombers on radar drops, its
mission is now to detect and suppress radar sites in
SEA. The E model with its additional EWOs is capable
of locating electronic threats as well as suppressing
them. The aircraft's engines were designed for the
Snark missile and the E  model features downward
ejection seats for the EWOs.
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FB-111 General Dynamics
Engine: 2 P&W TE-30s w120,000# ca
Speed: 1400
Range: 2500 (A.R.) P a y l o a d :  37,000

Crew: 2  U s e r :  SAC
Developed from the F-111, the 1:13-111 is an interim

bomber t o  supplement t h e  B-52 .  W i t h  variable
geometry wings, the aircraft is equipped with 8 wing
pylons as well as an internal bomb bay. With a full
load, the FB-1 1 1 is restricted to the subsonic flight
because the wings cannot be swept back. The aircraft
will eventually be armed with SRAM.

B-1 A North American
Designed to  replace the B-52 and F13-111, the B-1

will be a swing wing bomber with a top speed of Mach
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2 at  altitude and high subsonic speed on the deck.
With a 4 -man crew, the B-1 wil l  be two-thirds the
weight of the B.52 but able to carry a bigger payload
composed o f  SRAM and free fall nuclear weapons.
The aircraft w i l l  have 4  G E  engines and wil l  be
equipped with the latest ECM equipment.

Cargo Aircraft

- .3
S

AtA
C-7A dellavilland Caribou

Engine: 2 PlicW R2000/1450 shp ca
Speed: 180 mph
Range: 240 ni./5000 lb
Crew: 3
User: TAC
Transferred f r o m  t h e  A r m y ,  t h e  Car ibou

supplements the 123s and 130s in TAC airlift. The
Canadian-built aircraft possesses outstanding STOL
capability which allowed it  to supply Special Forces
camps. The C-8A Buffalo has been developed from the
C-7A and possesses more range and payload capacity.
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C-9 McDonnell-Douglas Nightingale
Engine: 2  I 'VX JT8D W/14,500# ea
Speed: 569 mph
Range: 1500 mi/30 litters
Crew: 2 plus attendants
User: MAC
Essentially a DC-9-30 commercial transport, the C-9

has been internally modified to carry up to 40 litters, 40
ambulatory patients or combinations of the two. With a
medical crew of 5, the C-9 is able to provide comfortable
transportation for  patients within the US. Equipped
with 2 hydraulic stairways and a side access door, the
C-9 allows rapid loading of the passengers. The C-9 is
flown by the 375th Aeromedical Wing based at Scott
AFB.

C-46 Curtis Commando
Engine: 2 P&W 82800/2000 hp ea
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Speed: 250
Range: 1800
l'ayload: 16,000
Crew: 4
Famous for flights over the "Hump" in the Burma

Campaigns of  World War 11, the Commando has been
used by the Air Commando in SEA. Although no longer
in the Air Force inventory, the C-46 is still used by many
allies,.

C-47 Douglas Skytrain
Engine: 2 P&W R1830/1200 ph ea
Speed: 230
Range: 2125
Crew: 3
User: All major commands

The "Gooney Bird" developed in 1935 has been in
the Air Force inventory since WW II. Over 32 versions
have been developed with missions ranging from airlift
to electronic information gathering.
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C-54 Douglas Skymaster
Engine: 4 P&W R2000/1450 hp ea
Speed: 300
Range: 2000
Payload: 32,000#

First flown in 1942 the C-54 has been used by the Air
Force and Navy as a cargo carrier. Although gradually
leaving the inventory, the C-54 is used as a staff aircraft
and by the Aerospace Rescue & Recovery Service in its
HC-54D version.

C-97 Boeing Stratareighter
Engine: 4 P&W 84360 w13500 hp ca
Speed: 350
RanRe: 4000 mi
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Payload: 85 ,000#
Crew: 5
User: ANG

Developed from the 13-29, the C-97 is used by the
ANG. The KC-97L has 2 GE J47 engines with 5620#
thrust mounted o n  the wings. The KC-97Ls refuel
TAC fighters in  Europe to  ease the requirements on
the SAC tankers.

C-I18 Douglas Liftmaster
Engine: 4 P&w R2800 w/1800 hp ca
Speed: 370
Range: 5000 mi
Payload: 25,000#
Crew: 5
User: most commands
The A I '  version o f  the DC-6, the Liftmaster was

used for air freight but has been phased out except for
VIP transport and staff missions.
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C-119 Fairchild Flying Boxcar
Engine: 2  Wright R3350 w/3500 hp ea
Speed: 185 mph
Range: 2000 mi
Payload: 30,000#
Crew: 3 to 5
User: TAC, ANG, Al; Res
Developed for paradrop missions, the Boxcar with

its twin booms was used in Korea and until the C•130
was the platform for airborne operations. The Boxcar
in i t s  cargo ro le  i s  being phased o u t  o f  the  A l '
inventory.

C-123 Fairchild Provide(
Engine: 2 P&W 2800 w/2500 hp ea
Speed: 220
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Range: 1000 mi
Payload: 15,000#
Crew: 4
User: TAC
First designed as a glider, the C-123 provides airlift

capability midway between the C-7 and C-130. The
K-model is equipped with 2 GE .185s with 2850#pods
under the wings. The jets act to increase payload and
reduce climing time and exposure to small arms fire.
The Provider has been modified for Ranch Hand
spraying missions.

C-124 Douglas Globemaster II
Engine: 4 P&W K4360/3800 hp ea
Speed: 300
Range: 2300 mi
Payload: 74,000#
Crew: 5
User: ANG
In service since 1950, the C-124 is equipped with

clamshell doors and an elevator in the belly. Designed
to accomodate bulky Army material, the C-124 has
seen duty at the North and South Poles, but is no
longer in the Air Force inventory.
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C-130 Lockheed Hercules
Engine: 4 Allison T56 w/4050 hp ea
Speed: 360 mph
Range: 4700 mi
Paylooad: 45,000#
Crew: 5
User: TAC, MAC, NATO
The major airlift aircraft i n  TACs fleet, the

Hercules has been produced i n  over 15 versions.
Currently the F is the primary version with its uprated
engines and underwing fuel tanks. The HC-130P is
used in air-sea rescue and is equipped for recovery of
individuals with the Fulton ballon system. It  is also
able to  refuel HH-3s and HH-53s in flight with a
drogue system. The DC-130 is equipped to launch and
control four drones for air reconnaissance of  high
threat areas. The WC-130 flies weather missions such
as hurricane hunting a n d  cloud seeding. T h e
LC-1300R is fitted with wheel-skis and JATO bottles
for missions into the polar regions. The earlier models
of the Hercules f l y  missions such as dropping
15,000 lb bombs and carry the vans which are the
Airborne Command and Control Center (ABCCC) that
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direct strike and rescue missions in SEA. The Hercules
is designed for palletized cargo and is capable of  air
delivering these pallets b y  parachute o r  low-level
extraction system.

C-131 Convair Samaritan
EnOne: 2 P&W R2800/2500 hp ea
Speed: 300
Range: 1000 mi
Payload: 12,000#
Crew: 2
User: All Commands
Used for cargo and troop transport, the C-131 has

been equipped for airevac missions. Although still in
the inventory, the C-131 is being replaced by the C-9
in the airevac role.

C-133 Douglas Cargomaster
Engine: 4 P&W 34 w/7500 hp ea
Speed: 300
Range: 2250 mi
Payload: 90,000 lbs
Crew: 5
User: MAC
The largest aircraft in the Air Force inventory prior

to the C-5, the C-133 was used for the bulky Army
equipment and to transport ICBMs across the country.
The C-133 is no longer in the Air Force inventory.
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C-135B Boeing Stratolifter
Engine: 4 P&W TE 39 w/I8,000#ea
Speed: 600
Range: 5000 mi
Payload: 8 5 , 0 0 4
Crew: 4
User: MAC
Developed from the Boeing 707, the C-135 has

appeared in many versions and different roles. The
EC-I35Cs arc used by SAC for Airborne Command
Posts in the "Looking Glass" program. RC and WC
versions arc used i n  reconnaissance and weather
missions, while the most numerous version is  the
KC-135 which makes u p  SACs tanker fleet. The
VC-137C is the Presidential transport known as "Spirit
of 76" and is equipped with staterooms and elaborate
communications equipment to allow the President to
maintain his communication links while traveling.
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C-140 Lockheed Jetstar
Engine: 4 P&W J60 4300#ea
Speed: 550
Range: 2500 mi
Payload: 10 to 13 passengers
Crew: 3 to 5
User: AFSC, MAC
Of the 16  A F  Jetstars, S C-140A's arc used for

navigation aid by the Al i  Communication Service, 5
B-types are used for mission support roles and 6 are
used by MACs 89th Special Activities Wing for VIP
transport.

C-141 Lockheed Starlifter
Engine: 4 P&W TF33 w/21,000#ea
Speed: 550
Range: 6150
Payload: 32,000
Crew: 4
User: MAC
Equipping 1 3  squadrons on the East and West

coasts, the C-I41 has been the mainstay of MAC and
with the C -135s and C-5 forms an all-jet strategic
airlift fleet. The  C-141 i s  designed to  accomodatc
palletized cargo and is designed for air delivery of the
pallets. The C-141 was the first jet transport from
which paratroopers had jumped and in that role is able
to accomodate 123 fully equipped troops. The C-141
has been modified to carry Minuetman missiles in its
cargo bay and has a capacity of carrying up to 90,000
lbs. The C-141s have averaged 10 hours a day of flying
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time through the use of several crews to each aircraft.
The C-141 is  equipped with an all-weather landing
system which allows automatic landings under VFR
conditions. The C-141 is notable in its high wing and
T-tail construction.

C-5 wi th  C-141 in foreground

C-5 Lockheed Galaxy
Engine: 4 GE TF-39s 441,000#ea
Speed: 550
Range: 3000 mi
Payload: 265,000#
Crew: 5
User: MAC

Designed to carry heavy and bulky cargo for long
distances, the C-S is the largest aircraft in the world.
Although resembling the C-141 in external design, the
C-S is a different aircraft internally. The C-5 has 28
wheels i n  i ts  landing system t o  allow landing on
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semi-prepared runways. The cargo is palletized as in
the C-141 and,  wi th  the upward opening nose and
clamshell doors in the rear, the cargo can be removed
at the same time new pallets are being loaded. Above
the cargo deck is a permanent passenger section with a
75 scat capacity.

Although primarily designed for cargo, seating for
270 troops is possible on the cargo deck. Typical loads
for the C-5 are 2 M-60 tanks, 10 Pershing missiles with
vehicles or 36 pallets as compared to  the C-141s 10
pallets. The C-5 also is equipped for parachute delivery,
of  cargo and troops and has dropped up to 70 ,00W
on a single pass_

Unique among the transports, the C-5 has an inflight-
refueling capability and for this reason is being evaluated
for use as  a  tanker and airborne command post.

Gunships

AC-47 Douglas Spooky
Engine: 2 P&W R1830s w/1200 hp ea
Speed: 230
Range: 2125
Payload: 7500#
Crew: 7
User: TAC, VNAF
Developed from the C-47, Spooky was the original

gunship a n d  proved t h e  va lue  o f  t h e  concept.
Flying night missions and f i r ing tracers, the A C -47
was able to  provide cover for  Special Forces Camps
and troops in contact. Now being turned over to the
VNAF, the Spooky paved the way for more advanced
AC types.
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AC-119 Fairchild Stinger
Engine: 2  Wright 3350s w/3500 hp ca 2 GE J-85s
w/2850# (in the K model)
Speed: 185
Range: 2000
Payload: 30,000
Armament: 4 7.62 miniguns, 2 20mm cannons (K
model only)
Crew: 5 or more
User: TAC, ANG
Converted f r o m  the  119K,  the Stinger provides

increased capability in  all areas. Unlike the Spooky,
the Stinger was designed for truck killing. Along with
the heavier firepower, the  Stinger is  equipped wi th
advanced night sensors and aiming equipment. ANG
units arc being trained to f ly the Stinger in the ANG
modernization program.
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AC-130 Lockheed Spectre
Engine: 4 Allison T-56s w/4050 hp ea
Armament: 4  7 .62  miniguns, 4  20mm cannon,
40mm cannon (on some models)
Speed: 360 C r e w :  10 or more
Range: 3000 U s e r :  TAC
Featuring low light level T V,  infrared and radar

sensors, the Spectre is the most effective truck killer in
the USAF inventory. Some versions of the Spectre are
being armed with 40mm cannon and heavier weapons
(such as the 105mm howitzer) have been proposed.
The gunship provides a  weapon w i t h  unequaled
accuracy in the interdiction role.

A-26 Douglas Invader
Fngine: 2 P&W R2800s w/2500 hp ea
Speed: 305
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Range: 800
Payload: 8000 lbs
Armament: 8 .50 machine guns
Crew: 3
The latest model of the World War I I  Invader, the

A-26 was flown by Air Commandos against troops and
supplies along the Communist infiltration routes in
SLA. The 8  guns in the nose provided a tremendous
strafing capability. The development of  the gunships
has replaced the A-26 and it has been removed from
combat operations.

Fighter Aircraft

A-1E Douglas Skyraider
Engine: Wright R3350 w/2700 hp
Speed: 365
Range: 2700
Payload: 8000 lbs
Armament: 4 20mm cannon
Crew: 1 or 2
User: TAC
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A veteran of the Korean War, the "Spad" was de-
veloped by the Navy and transferred to the USAF for
SEA duty. The basic close-support aircraft in the early
part of the war, the A-1s Were given duty on SAR mis-
sions as escort for the "Jolly Greens." The E model
has a "blue room" for troop-carrying behind the cock-
pit. An A l - pilot, Major Bernie Fisher, won the first
USAF Medal of Honor in SEA in the A Shau Valley.

A-7D Ling-Temco-Vought Corsair 11
Engine: Spey T1 -41 w/14250 #
Speed: 6 9 8
Range: 2 7 8 0  (A.R.)
Payload 1 5 , 5 0 0  lbs
Armament: 2 0  mm cannon
Crew 1
User: TA C
Developed by the Navy, the Corsair 11 is based on

the F-8 Crusader. Designed to replace A-1  with im-
proved payload, armament, and increased delivery
accuracy, the A-7  is  planned for  a  permissive air
environment. The A-7, combined with the AX,  will
provide close-air support for ground forces.
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A-37B Cessna Screaming Mimi
Engine: 2  GL-3•85s w/2700#ea
Speed: 450
Range: 6 4 0  (A.R.)
Payload: 6000 lbs C r e w :  2
Armament: 7.62 minigun U s e r :  V N A F
Developed from the T-37, the A-37 provides a low-

cost fighter-bomber for close-air support. The A-37
has twice the thrust o f  the trainer with air refueling
capability and wing stores. Although too short-ranged
for TAC requirements, the A-37 has been given to the
Vietnames to modernize their Air Force.

AX
In the development phase at the present time, the

AX will be powered by two high-thrust low-weight tur-
bofans and will be optimized for high target destruction
and survivability. Specifications ca l l  for a 16,000-lb
payload, good STOL capability and a speed of 4.SU mph.
The aircraft will be heavily armored and designed to
absorb heavy damage and still bring the pilot back.
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F-4 McDonnell-Douglas Phantom I I
Engine: 2 (.4: J-79s w/17,000 #  ea
Speed: 1600
Range: 2000 (A.R.)
Payload: 16,000
Crew: 2
User: TAC, NATO, Israel, Japan, Germany
Designed by the Navy for fleet defense, the first

Air Force model was the F-4C. The F-4 is notable for
its bent-up wing tips and the bent down horizontal
control surfaces. The E-4 is equipped with 4 Sparrow
Ills, carried semi-recessed in the fuselage. When sent to
SEA, the F-4  assumed a  ground attack role, and
improvements in the F-4 resulted in the D model being
produced. The I )  featured improvements in engines
and avionics and is different externally in that it does
not have the rod-like sensor under the nose.
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The air-to-air capability o f  the C  and D  was
improved by  the use of  Sidewinder missiles and the
carrying of 20mm gun pods under the fuselage.

The E  model was developed wi th  an  internal
cannon and improved ground attack avionics. The E is
normally f lown w i th  t w o  wing tanks and is  the
primary air superiority fighter in the AF  inventory.
The RF-4C is  a  mult i -sensor aircraft designed t o
replace t h e  RF-101.  T h e  R F  retains the  speed
capabilities of the F-4 and has been very important in
SEA.

The Phantom I I  is equipped to cam, the majority
of the conventional weapons and tactical nuclear
weapons and to deliver them in all types of weather.

F-S Northrop Freedom Fighter
Engine: 2 GE J-85s w/4080# ca
Speed: 1000 (A.R.)
Range: 400
Payload: 3000 lbs
Armament: 2 20mm cannon, air-to-air missiles
Crew: 1 or 2 in the B model
User: VNAF, RTAF, Iran, Nationalist China
Developed from the T-38 Talon, the F-5 has been

produced f o r  o u r  Mi l i tary Assistance Program.
Although n o t  used b y  t h e  U S A F,  t h e  F - 5  i s
operational w i th  several o f  our allies. The  F -5E
International Fighter is being developed to provide a
low cost fighter-bomber for allied nations in an effort
to nodernize their forces.
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E-15 MeDonnell-Douglas
A f ixed-wing, single seat, all-weather fighter, the

F-15 i s  designed t o  provide a i r  superiority against
future threats. With 2  Pratt &  Whitney turbofans of
the 30,000 l b  class, the 40,000 lb  fighter i s  being
optimized for the dog fight environment. Armament is
to include two types of  missiles to cover the medium
and long range challenges while a 25mm cannon with
caseless ammunition i s  planned fo r  close-in fighting.
The aircraft  w i l l  b e  t h e  f i rs t  t r u e  a i r  superiority
aircraft in the USAF inventory since the F-100.

F-100 North American Supersabre
Engine: P&W 1-57 w/16,000 #
Speed: 822
Range: 1600 (A.R.)
Payload: 7500 lbs
Crew: 1 (2 in the F model)
User: TAC, ANG, NATO, Nationalist China
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The F-100 was the f i rst  operational jet  aircraft
to exceed t he  speed o f  sound i n  level f l ight. The
principal close-support f igh ter  i n  South  Vietnam,
it was also the last USAF aircraft designed f o r  a i r
superiority. T h e  2 -seat F  mode l  has served a s  a
super-FAC over North Vietnam and as the original
aircraft for the Wild Weasel program. Flown in SEA by
AF and ANG units, the E-100 is now being removed
from SEA and turned over to the ANG.

"1"--1141111115-2-----1'

F-101B McDonnell Voodoo
Engine: 2 P&W J -57s w/29.000 #ea
Speed: 1200
Range: 2200 + (A.R.)
Payload: Genie, Falcon missiles
Crew: 2 (1 in the R1-101)
User: ADC, ANG, RCAF
Developed froth the XF-88, which was designed to

accompany B-36s on missions, the Voodoo has been
produced in four models. The A and C versions were
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tactical fighters and have been retired. The B model, a
part o f  ADC for almost 20 years, has been turned over
to t h e  A N G .  T h e  reconnaissance RF-101 demon-
strated i ts  capabilities during the Cuban Missile Crisis
and over Nor th  Vietnam during the bombing. The
RE-101 now is being replaced by RF-4C.

F-102 Convair Delta Dagger
Engine: P&W 1-57 w/17,000#
Speed: 825
Range: 1000 (A.R.)
Armament: Falcon missies
Crew: 1
User: ANG
The wor ld 's  f i r s t  supersonic all-weather inter-

ceptor, the F-102 also was the first to incorporate the
area rule "coke-bottle" fuselage. The Dagger saw duty
in SEA i n  an a i r  defense role against possible MiG
attacks against Sou th  Vietnam and Thailand. The
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2-seat t rainer TE-102 features side-by-side seating
without a  reduction i n  the armament carried. The
Dagger is now an ANG supplement to ADC.

F-104 Lockheed Starfighter
Engine: GE 1.79 w/15,800#
Speed: 1450
Range: 1000 (A.R.)
Payload: 3000 lbs
Armament: 20mm cannon, sidewinders
Crew: 1
User: ANG, NASA, Aped nations
Although n o  longer pa r t  o f  the  active USAF

inventory, the "missile with a man in i t "  is the most
widely used fighter in the free world. Designed to be
an interceptor, i t  has been modified by our allies for
reconnaissance and fighter-bomber roles. After seeing
service i n  Vietnam on  MiG CAP duty,  the E-104 is
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now found on l y  i n  t he  Puerto R ico  A N G  and at
Edwards AFB as a test aircraft. The NF-104A, with an
auxiliary rocket engine above the  ta i l ,  i s  used b y
NASA to train test pilots and astronauts.

F-105 Republic Thunderchief
Engine: PSNJ-75 w/26.500#
Speed: 1200
Range: 2000 (A.R.)
Payload: 12,000 lbs. ARM s and 20mm cannon
Crew: 1, or 2 in the F model
User: TAC
Although rapidly leaving the USAF inventory, the

"Thud" has proven to be one of  the most underrated
aircraft ever in the force. Designed to deliver nuclear
weapons carried internally, the F-105 was the fastest
aircraft a t  l ow  level unt i l  the advent o f  the F-111.
Produced i n  2  main models, the D  and F,  the 105s
sent to SEA were to f ly  75 percent of  all the missions
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against North Vietnam. Flying normally with 2 wing
tanks, the D models delivered 4000 pounds of  bombs
on their missions. The 2-scat F models were equipped
with Wil& Weasel gear to suppress the SAM and A A A
threats to the strike forces.

Over 700 F-105s were produced, but the attrition of
the war has reduced their numbers to less than 200. The
ANG is now being equipped with the B and D models,
while the Es are being converted to G capability. The G
models have improved electronic detection equipment
and are armed w i th  the Shrike and Standard ARM
missiles.

I I • 4 .

F-I06 Convair Delta Dart
Engine: P&W .1-75 w/26,000#
Speed: 1500
Range: 1500 (A.R.)
Armament: 1 Genie plus several Falcons
Crew: 1
User: ADC
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The mainstay of ADC, the Dart was originally the
B model o f  the F-102, but due to the extent o f
modifications was redesignated. Equipped with data
link to tie into SAGE system, the Dart is an automatic
firing platform. T h e  Dart  is  being equipped with
20mm cannon to increase its mission flexibility and
studies are under way to utilize advanced air-to-air
missiles. The F-106 is  being modified i n  place o f
building the F-12.

F-111 Convair
Engine: 2 P&W TF-30s w/20,000# ca
Speed: 1650 (Mach + on the deck)
Range: 4500 (A.R.)
Payload 30,000 lbs
Armament: 20mm cannon
Crew: 2
User: TAC

Variable geometry wings and sophisticated avi-
onics equipment make t h e  F-111 t h e  most ad-
vanced fighter-bomber i n  t h e  U S A F  inventory.
Equipped with Terrain Following Radar (TFR), the
F-111 i s  designed for low level penetration in high
threat environments. Plans call for RF,  D, E, and F
models to follow the A model into service. The combat
missions in SEA demonstrated the capabilities of the
F-111 but were curtailed due to unexplained losses.
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Fighters of World War 11 through Korea

P-38 Lockheed Lightning
The twin-tailed P-38 was armed with four . 5 0

caliber guns and a  20min cannon. The P-38 was
produced i n  many models which included Path-
finders with perspex noses, reconnaissance craft and
radar equipped night fighters. Although used in all
theaters, i t  was most successful in the Pacific. The
P-38 was flown by Major Richard I .  Bong during his
action in the Pacific.
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P-39 Bell Airacobra
The P-39 had the engine behind the pilot and a

shaft extending to the propeller hub. Equipped with a
37mm cannon and 4  .50 caliber machine guns, the
Airacobra was primarily a ground attack aircraft. Over
5000 were given to the Russians in Lend Lease.

-

P-40 Curtiss Warhawk
Carrying up to 6  .50 caliber guns, the Warhawk

won t h e  m o s t  accla im i n  Ch ina  w i t h  t h e
Flying Tigers. Although outclazed b y  Japanese
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aircraft, the rugged P.40 took advantage of its diving
ability and greater firepower. An example of the P-40
is located near the Peterson Field tower.

P47 Republic Thunderbolt
The heaviest single engine• fighter in World War II,

the "Jug" was designed around a huge radial engine.
Armed with 8 .50 caliber guns and up to 2500 lbs of
weapons under the wings, the Jug was ideally suited
for the ground attack missions. The P47  also flew
high altitude escort missions and its rugged construc-
tion allowed i t  t o  return f r o m  missions w i t h
unbelievable damage.
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P-51 North American Mustang
Designed to be a British attack aircraft, the. P-51,

when equipped with the Merlin engine, became one of
the most versatile fighters in the world. With up to 6
.50 caliber guns and a 2000 lb bomb load, the P-51
was able to perform its attack role but it was as a long
range escort for  the bomber formations attacking
Germany and Japan that it was the most impressive.
The P-5I remained in the inventory until the Korean
War. The P-82 resulted from a combination of 2 P-51s
and was used as a  night fighter. The P-51 was
responsible for the first kill in the Korean War.
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F-80 Lockheed Shooting Star
The F-80 was the first American jet to see combat.

Used in Korea the F-80 was removed from combat
after the F-84s and F-86s arrived and was converted
into the T-33. Another derivative of  the 1-80, the
F-94 Starfire, served A D C  a s  a  rocket firing
interceptor.

F-84 Republic Thunderjet
Used as a ground support fighter in Korea, the

1-84 was first designed with straight wings but the F
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model featured swept wings. The F-84 was the first
fighter to carry tactical atomic weapons and served in
TAC as a reconnaissance bird as well as a fighter.

k

F-86 North American Sabre
The swept wing F-86 won much acclaim during its

Korean War battles with the MiG-15s. Equipped with
6 .50  guns, the F -86s armament progressed up to
include unguided rockets. The Sabre was not able to
exceed Mach and was replaced in the AF inventory by
the Century Series aircraft. The F-86 is still used by
many of our Allies such as Japan.
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Strategic Reconnaissance

U-2 Lockheed
Engine: P&W J-75 w/20.000#
Speed: 500
Range: 3000+
Crew: 1 or 2
Mission: High altitude reconnaissance
User: SAC, NASA

Designed by Kelly Johnson, the U-2 became famous
with the destruction o f  one over Russia in  1960.
Basically a  jet-powered glider, the aircraft uses its
80-foot wingspan and high altitude capability to carry
out photographic reconnaissance missions. The U-2 is
also used to sample air after nuclear tests.

RB-57F Martin Canberra
Engine: 2 P&W I F -33s w/18,000#ea + 2 P&W

J60s w/3500#ca
Speed: 600
Range: 4000
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Crew: 2
User: MAC

Extensively redesigned from the B-57, the F model
is distinguished b y  i ts  122 foo t  wingspan, which is
almost twice its body length. The wingspan allows it
to operate a t  100,000 feet and t o  f l y  long range
missions. Because of  its greater load carrying capacity,
it has assumed many former U-2 missions with more
sophisticated equipment a s  wel l  as f ly ing weather
recon missions.

SR-7I Lockheed
Engine: P&W J-58 est 30,000#
Speed: 2000+
Range: 2000+
Crew: 2
Mission: High altitude reconnaissance
User: SAC

Developed f rom the A-11,  the SR-71 i s  used by
SAC to  provide detailed photographic reconnaissance
throughout the world. Flown by the 4200th SRW at
Beale APB,  Calif ,  the SR-71 operates a t  altitudes
above 90,000 feet and at speeds where the titanium
craft "grows" due to  friction. The SR-71 requires a
special jet fuel and is capable of air refueling.

TRAINING AIRCRAFT

T-29 CO nvair Hying Classroom
Engine: 2 P&W R2800 w/2500 hp ea
Speed: 220 mph
Range: 1000 mi
Crew: 3
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User ATC
Counterpart to  the C-131, the T-29 is used for

navigation training. The C model is the one used in
navigation courses at the Air Force Academy and the
D model is equipped to train B-52 bombardiers.

T-33 Lockheed T-Bird
Engine: Allison J33 w/5200#
Speed: 600 mph
Range: 1000 mi
Crew: 2
User: All commands
Developed from the F-80,  the

most advanced j e t  trainer unt i l
introduced i n  U P T.  Today i t  i s
proficiency flying although AT -33s
training at Cannon AFB.
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T-37 Cessna Screaming Mimi
Engine: 2 Continental .1-69s w/1025# ea
Speed: 350 mph
Range: 650
Crew: 2
User: ATC
A jet trainer with sidy-hy-side seating, the T-37 is

the second aircraft in  the UPT pmgram. The T-37
provides transition training from propeller t o  je t
aircraft.

T-38 Northrop Talon
Engine: 2 GE J85 s w/3850# ea
Speed: 800
Range: 1000 mi
Crew: 2
User: ATC
The advanced jet trainer in UPT series, the Talon

held world records in climb rates and is still one of
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best climbing aircraft in  the world. Developed as a
trainer. the performance was so good that the F-5 was
developed and is now being sold t o  our allies. The
Talon has tandem seating and with its white paint job
is easily recognizable.

T-39 North American Sabreliner
Engine: 2 P&W J-60s w/3000#ca
Speed: 575
Range: 1000 mi
Crew: 2
User: most commands
With swept wings and 2 engines nounted externally

on the fuselage aft of the wing, the T-39 resembles a
fighter more than a  trainer. Used f o r  cargo and
proficiency flying, the B model is also used to train
Wild Weasel crews in  operating airborne detection
systems.
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T-41C Cessna
Engine: Continental 0300 w/210 hp
Speed: 182 max
Range: 540 mi
Clew: 2
User: ATC
A 2 -seat l ight trainer, the T-41 is  used in  ROTC,

AEA and UPT training programs. The C model features
a supercharger to  insure better capability at high alti
tudes while the A model is used at most UPT bases.

UTILITY AIRCRAFT

0-1E Cessna Bird Dog
Engine: Continental 0470 w1213 hp
Speed: 105
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Range: 350
Armament: Marking rockets
Crew: 1 or 2
User: TAC, VNAE
The first o f  the Forward A i r  Controller (FAC) air-

craft, the  0 -1E  supplied airborne recon f o r  gound
troops and direction t o  fighters o n  close support.
Although being replaced by the 0-2 and the OV-10, the
0-1E earned a tremendous reputation in performing its
FAC duties.

0-2 Cessna Skymaster
Engine: 2  opposed Continental 103600s w/210 hp
ea
Speed: 180
Range: 1000
Armament: Rockets, Flares, Minigun
C r e w :  2
User: TAC, PACAF
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A twin-engine, twin-tail, push-pull aircraft, the 0-2
was converted from the Cessna Super Skymaster. The
A model is replacing the OIE in EAC roles while the B
is used for psy-war missions. The 0-2 offers greater
capabilities than t h e  0 - 1 E  f o r  F A C  roles i n  a
permissive air environment.

OV-10 North American Bronco
Engine: 2 Garrett T-76s w/715 hp ea
Speed: 280
Range: 850
Armament: 2400  lbs o f  stores, 4  7.62 machine
guns
Crew: 1 or 2
User: TAC
Originally designed to replace the 0-1, the Bronco

is now supplementing the cheaper 0 -2  in  the FAC
role. Carrying more weight and weapons, the Bronco
has an attack and cargo capability in addition to its
FAC ability.
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U-4 Aero Commander
Engine: 2 Lycoming 0-480s w/340 hp ea
Speed: 250
Range: 1400
Crew: 2
User: All commands

A high wing, twin engine liason aircraft, the 11-4 is
derived from the civilian aircraft o f  the same name.
The U-4 at the Academy is used as a jump plane for
the parachute program.

U-10 Hello Council
Engine: Lycoming 0-540w/360 hp
Speed: 150
Range: 1000
Payload: 1 1 0 0
Crew: 2
User: TAC, ANG

A util ity transport used in  COIN missions, the
Courier has excellent STOL capability and can make
visual reconnaissance a t  speeds a t  3 0  mph. T h e
Academy U -10s are used for towing sailplanes in the
soaring program.

AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS

Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS)
A modification o f  the Boeing 707 to use 8 TF-34

turbofan engines with 9000 lbs of thrust, the AWACS
is being developed t o  track enemy aircraft and to
direct fighters to intercept them. The AWACS will be
a greatly improved successor to  the EC-121. The
AWACS will also provide a  platform for control of
strike forces as is currently done by the C-130s flying
A BCCC missions.
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EC-121 Lockheed Warning Star
Engine: 4 Wright R3350 w/3250 hp ca
Speed: 370 mph
Range: 3500+
Crew: 12 to 18
Mission: ELINT
User: TAC, ADC
The EC-121 appears in many models from the

C-model with upper and lower radar bulges to the T
model. The C model is used for coastal patrol outside
of the territorial limits of  hostile nations for the
purpose o f  updating electronic defense systems
intelligence. The T  model, found in SEA, is used for
information collection via air dropped sensors, along
infiltration and supply routes. Earlier, the EC-121,
under the College Eye program, supplied MiG warning
over North Vietnam.
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ADM-20 Quail
An unarmed decoy missile carried aboard the B-52,

the Quail is designed to represent a B-52 on enemy
radar scopes and to divert defenses from the bomber.
An subsonic cruise armed decoy (SCAD) is under
development as a replacement for the Quail on future
bombers such as the B-1.

AGM-12 Bul!pup
An air-to-ground missile carried by most fighters in

the US inventory, the Bul'pup is radio-directed by the
pilot to its target and its advanced versions have both
conventional and nuclear capability.

Hound Dog AGM-28
Carried by the G and I I  models of the B-52, the

Hound Dog is a Mach 2 Cruise missile with internal
guidance and a 600-mile range. Carried one under each
wing, the Hound Dog's engines can be used for
additional thrust during the B-52's takeoff and then
refueled from the bomber in flight.

AGM45 Shrike
An air-to-surface missile that homes on radar sites,

it has no memory capability and is thrown off by
signal stoppages. The Shrike is being replaced by the
AGM-78.
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AGM-65 Maverick
Similar to the Walleye but equipped with a rocket

engine, the Maverick is carried by A-7 and F-4 aircraft
and i s  designed f o r  use i n  clusters o f  threes on
pinpoint targets such as tanks and bunkers.

AGM-62 Walleye
A T V-guided glide bomb, the Walleye is carried on

TAC fighters and provides a stand-off launch and leave
capability for fighters.

AGM-69A SRAM
Featuring a pulsed solid fuel engine, the SRAM will

be used by the FB-111, B-52, and B-1A for defense
suppression and to augment gravity weapons.

SGM-78 Standard ARM
ARM stands for anti-radiation missile and describes

the AGM-78s mission of  seeking out and destroying
enemy radar sites. A n  improvement o f  the Shrike
ARM, the ARM-78 has a memory unit that can guide
it after launch even if the site has been shut off.

AIM-4 Falcon
An entire family of air-to-lir missiles, which feature

both radar and infrared guidance systems, the Falcons
equip the all-weather fighters and interceptors in our
inventory. The AIM-26 and 47s arc outgrowths of the
Falcon family, which feature nuclear warheads and
increased speed and range.
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AIM-7 Sparrow III
A radar-guided air-to-air missile, the Sparrow is an

integral part o f  the Phantom I I  weapons system. A
version of the Sparrow is being developed for the F-15
to cover the  long-range threat i n  a i r -superiority
missions.

AIM-9 Sidewinder
Developed by the Navy, the principal guidance is

infrared and improvements have increased its speed,
range, and guidance capabilities. The Sidewinder is
carried by most of the fighter aircraft used by TAC.

AIR-2 Genie
A nuclear-tipped, unguided air-to-air rocket, the

Genie was first tired from an 17-891 over Nevada in
1957. Carried by the F-I01 and the F-106, the Genie
is designed to knock out mass bomber formations.

LGM-25C Titan 11
A 2 -stage ICBM, the Titan 11 has greater range and

payload than the Minuteman and features storable
liquid fuel. Only 54 are deployed with SAC today.

LGM-30 Minuteman
Although the I I  and I l l  versions vary in range,

payload and thrust they are both 3-stage ICBMs which
are launched from silo sites. There are 1000 of the I I
and I l l  versions deployed and the Ill is being equipped
for Multiple Independent Reentry Vehicle to increase
its destruction capability.
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FOREIGN AIRCRAFT

FRANCE

Dassault Mirage II I
The Mirage 11 is an all-weather delta-wing aircraft

with versions modified f o r  reconnaissance, intercept
and ground attack missions. The Mirage V is basically
a I I I  wi th  simplified avionics and enhanced weapons
carrying abil ity. The Mirage won wide acclaim during
the 1967 Arab-Israeli War and has since been sold to
several nations.

Dassault Mirage IV
A 2 -scat, supersonic, delta-wing bomber, the I V

closely resembles a scaled-up Mirage I I I .  The Mirage
IV, along w i th  t h e  French IRBMs and missile-
launching submarines, provides the French "triad" of
deterence. Although short-ranged, the Mirage I V  is
equipped for refueling by KC-135.

ENGLAND

BAC Lightning
Developed f r o m  a  reserach vehicle i n  t he  early

1950s the Lightning has 2 engines mounted on top of
each other and has overwing fuel tanks. A Mach 2+
interceptor the Lightning has been the mainstay of the
RAF and is now being supplemented by F-4s.
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Hawker Harrier
Thu f i r s t  operational V T O L  fighter t h e  Harrier

equipped wi th vectored thrust has demonstrated the
advantages o f  such an aircraft i n  a  ground support
role. The Marines have received a squadron of Harriers
for evaluation in a ground support role.

Victor & Vulcan Bombers
.1-he 2  bombers  composing Br i ta in 's  strategic

bomber force. They have been operational since the
1950s. The Victor has been modified for long range
reconnaissance and tanker roles while the Vulcan has
been armed with the Blue Steel standoff missile and
advanced ECM gear.

SWEDEN

Saab-35 Dranken
With a "double delta" wing the Swedish fighter was

designed for interception but has been modified to
provide g o o d  ground at tack  ab i l i t y.  Although
operational since 1958, the Draken still is among the
most advanced aircraft in the world.

Saab-37 Viggen
The Viggen is Sweden's new multi-mission aircraft.

Equipped wi th  canards, delta wing and high l i f t
devices, t h e  Viggen h a s  extremely great S T O L
characteristics while still maintaing good interception
capability. Being developed in attack, interceptor and
reconnissance versions the V i n e n  wil l  provide the
optimum weapon f o r  t h e  Swedish S e l f -Defense
System.
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RUSSIAN

Russian aircraft are given various NATO identi-
fication names. For fighter, the names begin with F,
for bombers B  and so on. This is done because
frequently a  new aircraft i s  seen before any
information o n  designation o r  manufacturer i s
released. Note also that fighters have odd numbers and
bombers even ones.

IL-28 Beagle
A 2-engine jet bomber, the Beagle is designed for

tactical support similar to  the role o f  the B-57
Canberra. The Beagle is  operational with several
satellite countries and provides short range nuclear
delivery capability.

MiG-15 Faggot
Developed by the Russians from captured German

design data, the MiG-15 saw combat against the F-86
in Korea. Designed as a light weight fighter with a high
rate of climb, the MiG-I5 is still in service in many
Soviet block countries. A 2-seat trainer version of the
MiG-15 is named Midget. The name MiG stands for
Mikoyan and Gurevich, the designers.

MIG-17 Fresco
A follow-on to the MiG-15, the Fresco was designed

mainly as an interceptor. The Fresco looks very much
like the F-86 and has similar performance char-
acteristics. The Fresco was another popular export
aircraft and has been built under license in many
countries.
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MIG-19 Former
With 2  engines side b y  side, the MiG-19 is

supersonic and is  the Russian counterpart o f  the
F-100. Armed with both cannon and missiles, the
Farmer serves in air superiority and ground support
roles. It too has been exported to many Soviet bloc
countries.

MIG-21 Fibbed
Produced in several versions, the MiG-21 is the

primary fighter i n  the  Soviet inventory. Light,
relatively short ranged and fast, the MiG-21 is designed
primarily as an air superiority aircraft. Armed with
cannon, rockets, and air-to-air missiles, the Fishbed is
deployed throughout the Soviet bloc in large numbers.
A 2 -seat trainer version has the NATO code name
Mongol.

MiG-20 Foxbat
eaturing side-by-side turbojets, the Foxbat has a

maximm design speed of  more than Mach 3.5 at
altitude. I t  i s  designed primarily as a  strategic
interceptor to combat the potential threat o f  the
USAF/North AMerican Rockwell B-1 bomber now
under development, but may also be used in air
superiority and ground attack roles.

Mya-4 Bison
A 4 -engine heavy jet bomber, the Bison was a

mainstay of  the Soviet strategic bomber force along
with the Tu-20 Bear. I t  is used today largely as a
maritime reconnaissance vehicle and as  a  tanker
aircraft.
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MG Flogger -
A single-seat, twin-engine, variable-geometry tactical

fighter bomber similar in appearance to the F-111.
M t 4 = - 1

1

Su-7 Fitter
The primary fighter-bomber in the Soviet inventory,

the Fitter is a heavy duty aircraft o f  the F-105 class.
Although not highly sophisticated in terms of avionics,
it is better suited for ground attack missions than arc
the lightweight MiGs. A  partical variable geometry
wing, wh ich  swings f r o m  t h e  midwing, has been t
developed on the Fitter-B but has not been deployed
in combat squadrons. The "Su"  designation is derived
from the aircraft's designer, Sukhoi.

Su-9 Fishpot
First seen at  the Tushino air  show i n  1956, the

Fishpot is  a  single-scat all-weather fighter. Although
similar to  the MiG-21 in  general layout, the Su-9 is a
larger and heavier aircraft, with much more powerful
engine. I t  is in operational service with the Red A i r
Force.

Su-11 Flagon
A single-seat, twin-jet delta-wing tactical figher, the

Falgon i s  i n  operational servicv i n  the  Soviet A i r
Force. Flagon-A has a  maximum speed (clean) o f
approximately Mach 2.3 and is armed wi th air-to-air
missiles. A  STOL version o f  the Su-1 1, designated
Flagon-B, has also been seen.
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Tu-16 Budget
A twin-jet medium bomber developed in  1954, the

Badger flies wi th 1 or  2 standoff missiles or with the
heavy electronic gear i n  i ts  reconnaissance version.
Roughly equal to  the 13-47 in capability and mission,
the Badger is employed by Soviet block nations and
Communist China. The " T u "  designation is  derived
from t h e  aircraft 's designer. A n d r e i  Nikobevich
Tupolev.

Tu-20
The fastest turbo-prop aircraft i n  the  world, the

Bear is t l  e mainstay o f  the Russian strategic bomber
force. I t  is also a major strategic reconnaissance and
electronic intelligence aircraft. I t  has 4  turboprop
engines on swept wings, and uses contraprops to get
the maximum effectiveness f rom the  design, I t  i s
roughly comparable to the 13-52.

# T T  22. LS110:der 6-31
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Tie-22 Blinder
Similar to the B-58 in  performance, the Blinder

features twin turbojet engines mounted above the rear
fuselage. Capable o f  Mach 2  flight, the Blinder is
armed with gravity bombs and a standoff air-to-surface
missile (the Kitchen) and is air refuelable. A variant of
the Blinder, equipped with variable-geometry wings
and more powerful engines, has been designated
Backfire.

HELICOPTERS

HH-53  with H H - 3 C  in lower right

HH-3C Sikorsky Jolly Green Giant
Engine: 2 GE T-64 w/31135 shp
Speed: 165
Range: 500 mi at 142 mph
Crew: 3
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The HH-3C is used by the Air  Force to recover
downed p i lo ts  and astronauts. I t s  versatility i s
enhanced by air refueling and amphibious capabilities.
There i s  also a  version used f o r  carrying cargo
(CH-3C).

HH-53 Sikorsky Super Jolly Green Giant or
BUFF (Big Ugly Fat Fellow)

Engine: 2 GE T-64 w/3435 hp
Speed: 195
Range: 575 mi
Crew: 3
User: ARKS
The HH-53C is the largest rotary wing aircraft in

the Air Force inventory. Improvements in the C model
include extra armor plating, more powerful engines, 3
miniguns, removeable external fuel  tanks, and air
refueling capability from HC-130Ps. With a dash speed
of over 200 mph and cruise of 175 mph the "BUFFS"
have replaced the HH-3E in the SAR missions in SEA.
Flown by the Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service,
the HH-53 i s  easily recognized b y  i ts  externally
mounted turbine engines.

FIH-43B Kaman !inside
Engine: Licoming 153-L-1B
Speed: 120
Range: 504 mi
Crew: 4
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The HH-43B is the most widely used crash-rescue
and fire-fighting helicopter. Distinguishable by 2 side-by
side, counter-rotating blades (usually constructed of
wood), the Huskie is soon to be replaced by the twin
engine Hell 1111-1N.

UH-1F Bell
Engine: Lycoming 15 3-L-11 Shaft Turbines
Speed: 138
Range: 315 mi at 126 mph
Crew: 2
The UN-1F operates in coordination with ICBM

sites and is used extensively by the Special Air Warfare
Forces for insurgency operations. The Army flies the
UH-1N version on a major scale.
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HISTORY OF THE
AIR FORCE ACADEMY

Following organization o f  the Unites States A i r
Force as a separate service in 1947, work commenced
toward the realization of yet another dream—its own
academy.

Seven years before construction actually began,
Secretary o f  Defense James Forrestal appointed a
Service Academy Board to review the capabilities and
facilities o f  the Military and Naval Academies and
make recommendations for the establishment o f  an
academy for the Air Force. On April 1,1954, 4 years
after t h e  Board's report was received, Congress
authorized the construction of an Air Force Academy.
The A i r  Force had been preparing for this action.
Forty officers and civilian educators headed b y
Colonel Eiler at the A i r  University at Maxwell A i r
Force Base, Alabama, had developed the curriculum
for the Academy several years in advance. Secretary of
the Air  Force Harold Talbott personally selected the
site for  the Academy on the basis of the Colorado
site's notable advantages of a quiet, isolated location
still accessible to  large towns, favorable weather for
training, and the fact that the State o f  Colorado
offered one million dollars for the purchase of  the
land.

Over 340 architectural firms competed fo r  the
commission o f  designing a n d  constructing t h e
Academy. Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, architects
and engineers, finally won. Their original plans were
deemed " t o o  modernistic" b y  Congress. T h e
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"accordian-like" chapel was the central object o f
controversy. N o t  o n l y  Congress, b u t  also such
well-known American architects as  Frank Lloyd
Wright considered the design t o  be  in  poor taste.
Before 1 2 6  mill ion dollars were  allocated f o r
construction, the design had to be modified to more
traditional lines o f  architecture, a  change which
increased the final building cost by four times. The
approved layout o f  the newest Academy was first
unveiled on May 14,  1955. Despite the changes in
design, the Academy is the first example of  modern
architecture erected by the Federal Government in our
time.

On July 11, 1955, the same year that construction
began, the first class of 306 men was sworn in at the
temporary site at Lowry Air Force Base, Denver. Lt
General Hubert R .  Harmon, a  key  figure i n  the
development of the Academy since 1949, was recalled
from retirement to become the rust Superintendent.
Two years later Maj General James E. Briggs took over
as the Academy's second superintendent. During his
tour, on August 29, 1958, the Wing of  1145 cadets
moved to  its present site from Denver. Less than a
year later the Academy received accreditation. Since
that time, Maj General William S. Stone became the
third superintendent in 1959, Maj General Robert H.
Warren, the fourth, Lt  General Thomas S. Moorman,
the fifth, and L t  General Albert Patton Clark, our
present superintendent.

The 18,000 acres which comprise the Air Force
Academy are located on the east slope of the Rampart
Range; the altitude of the cadet area is 7,250 feet. The
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base is divided into three major areas: the cadet area,
the base community area, and the service and supply
area.

The cadet's life is centered around the seven major
buildings in the cadet area. These buildings have been
named after Air Force officers who were particularly
vital to the history of the Air Force and the Academy.

Vandenberg Hall, the cadet dormitory, contains
1300 cadet rooms, the Cadet Store,barber shop, supply
and counseling offices, as well as various rooms for
professional activities and recreational clubs. The
dormitory w a s  named a f t e r  General H o y t  S .
Vandenberg, the second United States Air Force Chief
of Staff, who served from 1948 until 1953. His efforts
strengthened the position of the Air Force and aided
in the development of today's forces.

Fairchild Hall contains both academic classrooms
and administrative facilities including the Air Force
Seiler Research Laboratories. The library on the north
end o f  Fairchild Hal l  now has well over 304.810
volumes. The academic building was named after the
first commander of the Air University, General Muir S.
Fairchild, who later became Vice Chief of Staff, in
recognition o f  the  f ine  w o r k  done b y  t h e  A i r
University a n d  General Fairchild o n  improving
educational opportunities in the Air Force.

Mitchell Hall, the cadet dining hall, has facilities for
serving meals to 4,400 men simultaneously. Mitchell
Hall was named i n  honor o f  Brig General "Billy"
Mitchell. He was the most outspoken and farsighted
American advocate of  air power during World War 1
and the period following. He sacrificed his career for
the advancement of air power.
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The Cadet Chapel, dedicated in September 1963 is
the architectural high point of the Academy. It can
seat 1,200 for Protestant services, 600 for Catholic
services, and 100 for Jewish services.

Arnold Hall, the cadet social center, has a large
ballroom, a 3,000 scat theatre, snack bars, a game
room, and a bowling alley, as well as offices for the
Wing Hostess. It was named after the first General of
the Air Force, Henry H. "Hap" Arnold, who was Chief
of the Army Air Corps during World War 11 and fought
vigorously for a separate Air Force.

Harmon Hall, the administrative center o f  the
Academy, houses the offices of the superintendent
and his staff. I t  was named in tribute to Lt General
Hubert R .  Harmon, who worked from 1949 until
1954 on plans for an Air Force Academy, and who
was instrumental in getting Congressional approval for
the Academy.

Cadets at the Air Force Academy have available to
them some of  the fine3t facilities in the nation for
physical activity. The Cadet Gymnasium, surrounded
by athletic fields, contains several gyms, two swimming
pools, squash and handball courts, and facilities for
playing nearly every sport. Falcon Stadium, the site of
all home football games, is located on the east side of
the Academy, away from the cadet area. The cadet
Fieldhouse is the center of many Academy sports and
activities. The Fieldhouse is divided into three areas:
the largest is the indoor track area, which is covered
with astro-turf, and is also used by the football and
baseball teams for  indoor practicing; the second
section has a hockey rink with seating for 2,600
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spectators, and is used on weekends for recreational
skating by cadets and Academy personnel; and the last
area has a basketball court with seats for 6,000 and
also houses intercollegiate wrestling matches.

Expansion o f  the Cadet Wing to an authorized
strength of 4,417 brought with it many improvements
and additions. The completion of the yet unnamed new
dormitory increased from 1,320 to 2,233 the number
of cadet rooms. The Tailor Shop and the Dental Clinic
were moved into this new dorm, leaving room for the
existing Cadet Store and Dispensary t o  expand.
Arnold Hall also received attention in the form of the
new Cockpit Lounge for the Upperclass and the
Smackbar for the Doolies.

Expansion and improvement of  the Pine Valley
Airfield, in the southeast corner of  the base has
provided increased room for the Academy's Aero
Club, parachuting, soaring, and 1-41 flight training
programs. No longer do cadets compare themselves to
the dodo, a large, awkward, and now extinct bird that
could not fly!
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The Falcon

The falcon is a bird of prey, characterized by long,
pointed wings and swift, powerful flight. I t  strikes its
target with clenched talons after a long dive in which
the bird may reach speeds o f  180 mph. For  i ts
alertness, aggressiveness, and poise, the class of 1959
chose the falcon as the official mascot o f  the cadet
wing.

The Academy's falcons are kept at the mews, and
they arc trained and cared for by cadets who volunteer
for the job in their fourth class year. The training of a
falcon to dive and attack a lure takes many arduous
hours. The  b i rd  i s  carried b y  the  trainer o n  a
heavily-gloved fist for several hours each day until it
can be fed by hand. Then it is taught to feed from a
lure, usually made of a weight to which the food is
tied.

The falcon is a  familiar sight at  intercollegiate
athletic contests., particularly at football games where
cadet falconers demonstrate the sport of falconry at
half-time. The birds used in these demonstrations are
the brown prairie falcons, not the gyrfalcon, "Baffin,"
which is too rare to take any unnecessary chances
with.
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ACADEMICS

1 . 1 1 1 r .
41. • • •

" . . . T o  Fly  and F i g h t . . . "

The Air Force Academy faces a dual role as an institu-
tion as both a service academy and a college. To fulfill
both roles the Academy requires a rigorous academic
program for all cadets. Each cadet takes a minimum of
187 semester hours of credit: 145 %in academics, 27 in
military programs, and 14 'A in athletics. The entire pro-
gram of 145 V2 academic hours is divided into 49'/2 hours
in Social Sciences and Humanities, 49'-2 hours of science
and engineering, plus 46'A hours of electives.

The Academy's 17 academic departments are sepa-
rated into four basic categories: Basic Sciences,
Engineering Sciences, Social Sciences and Humanities.
They are staffed entirely by volunteers from the
officer corps of the Air Force who must possess a
Master's Degree. Twenty-eight percent have doctorates
in their field of instruction. The entire staff is directly
responsible to the Dean of Faculty, Brig Gen William
T. Woodyard.

Each cadet is required to choose one of 28 majors
offered, 13 of which are science and engineering ori-
ented, and the remaining 15 being in social science and
humanties. In addition to his major courses, the cadet
must take courses in the core curriculum, designed to
give him a broad background in areas other than his
major.

Every cadet has his academic program tailored to
his individual desires and abilities, challenging him to
advance as far and as fast as he is able to. There are 7
methods by which a cadet may advance himself in the
Academy's Enrichment Program: he  may transfer
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credit, validate courses, accelerate by taking a 2 course
sequence in one semester, select an honors section and
go into greater depth, overload by taking extra classes,
or audit a course for non credit.

The Academy's curriculum also includes graduate
level courses which may be applied t o  a  Master's
Degree. Undcr cooperative arrangements between the
Academy and certain civilian universities, qualified
cadets may earn a Master's in 7-9 months immediately
following their graduation. Additionally, most depart-
ments offer thesis level courses. In these 499 or 599
level courses, students work on independent research
of varying levels of sophistication in such areas as the
Aeronautics Laboratory and wind tunnel complex, the
NASA supported Bioengineering Laboratory, the
Physics Labs, and t he  Frank J .  Seiler Research
Laboratory, a l l  o f  which carry o u t  research and
development on an Air Force wide scale.

The Academy emphasises quality education through
small classes (16-20), highly qualified instructors, and
extensive facilities. This approach has turned out
yearly winners o f  Rhodes Scholarships and the
Guggenheim and Fu!bright grants. While striving to
achieve this high level o f  educational quality, the
Academy has produced officers who are extremely
well qualified and current in their fields. The Academy
is continually reviewing i ts curriculum in order to
maintain this reputation and to meet the challenges of
the future.
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MILITARY TRAINING

A cadet's military training begins the day he enters
and lasts the entire four years he is at the Academy.
The training varies between the summer programs
which are strictly military and the academic year,
where the training i s  f i t ted i n  and around class
schedules.

The first summer at the Academy is spent in BCT
(Basic Cadet Training), a rigorous program designed to
transition the basic from a civilian into military life.
During this two part period, each cadet is introduced
to the military way o f  life, military customs and
courtesies, and the abilities and skills required o f  an
officer.

The initial program, First Detail, introduces the
basic cadet to  A i r  Force rules and regulations, the
Fourth Class System, the Honor Code, A i r  Force
Heritage, Cadet Wing ethics, drill, rifle manual, and
personal hygiene. Teamwork and physical fitness are
emphasized i n  physical education periods and
intramurals.

Second Detail is  divided into two areas: one a
continuation o f  First Detail in the Cadet Arca, the
second stresses general mil i tary skil ls i n  a  f ield
environment. Here the basic i s  instructed i n  land
navigation, patrolling, combatives and field tactics.
Instruction is also given with the .38 caliber pistol and
the M-16 rifle.

BCT culminates w i t h  Field Day  where every
squadron competes for  honors in athletic contests.
Following Field Day is the Acceptance Parade, where
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the new class is officially accepted into the Wing and
given Fourth Class status.

The Third Class Summer is taken up with survival
training and air-oriented programs. The grueling SERE
training (Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape) is
conducted in the mountains around the Academy and
is administered by upperclassmen. This program is
designed to  instruct the individual in all types of
survival and to show him how to react in various
situations. The air programs range from parachuting
with the  Army a t  their Airborne School, Fort
Benning, Georgia, flying sailplanes at the Academy,
navigating in T-29s to various bases in the States, to an
aerospace orientation period at Air Force bases. Third
Classmen must take two of these programs but may
give up leave and take three.

First and Second Class summers arc more flcxibk
and more comprehensive in scope. The major program
is Operation Third Lieutenant. During this program
each cadet is assigned to an Air Force base and is given
the job and responsibilities of a junior officer. This
program provides the cadet with a first hand look at
the operational A i r  Force, plus giving him an
opportunity to see different sections of the United
States and the world. Third Lieutenant has been
extended to bases in the Pacific for First Class and to
Europe for Second Class.

Manning, direction, and operation o f  all  the
underclass training programs such as Basic Cadet
Training, SERE, etc., arc carried out by upperclass
staffs. The cadets fill positions of responsibility in
leadership and administration with advice and help
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from officers assigned t o  each program. These
operations give the upperclass the opportunity to
practice their leadership abilities in realistic situations.

The enrichment programs available to the First and
Second Classmen vary from year to year according to
funds, but include basic airborne, jump master and
free fall courses in parachuting, soaring, or 1-41 flight
indoctrination. A recent addition is the Underwater
Diving SEAL Training Program conducted by the
Navy at their Naval Amphibious School in Coronado
Beach, California. For  the academically oriented
cadet, there are opportunities to do Air Force directed
research programs at selected bases, the Pentagon, or
on several civilian campuses.

During t h e  academic year,  military training
continues but on a  lesser scale than during the
summers. Each class has its own particular military
training course which is attended as an academic class.
The fall semester course for the Fourth Classmen is
designed to increase their knowledge of the structure
and operations o f  the A i r  Force. Al l  the major
commands arc studied, then contrasted with the
structure and mission of  the sister services. In  the
spring, the scope is enlarged to include the forces of
both our allies and the Communist bloc nations. In
addition, al l  Fourth Classmen receive orientation
sorties in sailplanes.

Third Classmen take a  course i n  Command
Communications in  preparation for the upperclass
summer details. i n  this course elements of  group
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instruction, lesson planning, military briefing, informa-
tive and persuasive speech, voice control, lesson
presentation, and audience control are taught.

The military studies conducted during the second
class year delves deeply in to  USAF  doctrine,
acquainting the cadet with problems associated with
war, from conventional to nuclear and limited to
general. I n  addition to  the classroom instruction,
Second Classmen also have two local and one
cross-country flight in a T-33 in an orientation to
actual operational flying procedures.

The First Classmen and some Second Classmen take
T-41 flight indoctrination as part of their academic
schedules. These flying hours can be counted towards
both a  private pilot's license and help prepare the
graduate for pilot training after commissioning. During
the cadet's final semester h e  receives a  short
course on the practical realities and requirements of
active duty as a 2nd Lt.

Supplementing formal military training a t  the
Academy is a series of guest lectures and presentations
pertinent t o  USAF developments. Additionally,
through the Squadron Sponsor Program, cadets are
taken on trips to visit operational Air Force units.

The purpose o f  the military training at the Air
Force Academy is to prepare each cadet for a future as
an officer in the Air Force by academic instruction
and practical application; this extends from personal
standards o f  conduct t o  leadership positions and
actual flying.
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HONOR CODE

"We will not lie, steal, or cheat, nor tolerate among
us anyone who does." This is the Honor Code that was
established by cadets of the first graduating class and
modeled after the honor codes of  other military
academies around the country. Every member of the
Cadet Wing is expected to live up to this minimum
standard; those who are unable to do so are requested
to resign.

The Honor Code is  administered, taught, and
supported entirely by the Cadet Wing; it is their code.
The administration and instruction of the Honor Code
is handled by an Honor Committee composed of one
First and  Second Classman elected from each
squadron. Possible breaches of the Honor Code arc
brought before a board o f  eight First Class Honor
Representatives; any cadet found to have violated the
code is expected to resign from the Academy.

In part, the Code states, "We will not lie . . . .  " In
whatever statements are made whether they be written
or oral, a cadet's word is his bond. The Honor Code
goes on to prohibit stealing. A cadet is not to deprive
anyone o f  the ownership or use o f  his property.
Cadets consider taking undue advantage of others as
clheating. This is particularly important in the area of
academics; cadets must be graded only on their own
work. The final clause o f  the Honor Code is the
toleration clause which calls upon the honorable man
to help enforce the standards of honor which the
Cadet Wing has chosen. The Honor Code belongs to
the cadets and they feel it is their responsibility to
maintain it.
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The Honor Code was never intended t o  be a
complete standard of ethical behavior; rather, it is a
minimum standard of conduct. I t  is hoped that each
cadet will use the Code as a foundation upon which to
build higher standards of personal conduct suited to
each individual's life. Cadets arc encouraged to live by
the spirit of the Honor Code; in so doing, they will
find the Code a realistic and reasonable standard of
living. The cadet who tries to walk the fine line
between what the Cadet Wing considers honorable and
dishonorable conduct may find himself in a difficult
situation.

The final objective of the Honor Code is to graduate
officers with high personal starn'ards of honorable and
ethical conduct; thus the cadets stress the spirit of the
Cadet Honor Code.

•
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FOURTH CLASS SYSTEM

Corning into the Academy, a young man faces the
Fourth Class System, perhaps the greatest challenge he
has ever confronted with in his life. Many times during
his Fourth Class year, a cadet will ask himself the
questions of "Why?" and "What is the purpose of all
this?" The military man has always been characterized
by discipline, devotion to duty, and loyalty to his
country. The Academy seeks to produce officers with
these traits.

Yet these characteristics cannot be created in a
cadet; they must be developed. The Fourth Class year
is the first step of a four year process to turn out a net
result: that of being a disciplined and devoted career
officer in the Air Force. The Fourth Classman is given
responsibilities that are small in comparison to those
he will have to handle in the future, but he must carry
out these duties nonetheless within the highest
standards of discipline and devotion to duty. These
standards are set and the Fourth Classman must work
within these standards. I f  his performance falls short,
he can expect to be corrected and punished until he
does meet those standards. And when these standards
are met, he can expect no reward other than the
personal pride o f  a  job accomplished and the
self-satisfaction of having done it well. Then he will be
presented with more responsibility. This is the basis
for a  future leader. The pride o f  accomplishment
among high standards: provide the foundation for a
strong Air Force o f  capable, devoted officers and
leaders.
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The first o f  four progressive phases in the Fourth
Class year is Basic Cadet Training. In this period, the
basic i s  exposed t o  a  military way o f  life. The
accelerated period o f  BCT demands a high level o f
mental alertness, physical endurance and emotional
stability. The basic is placed into situations where he
is on the same level as his classmates in every respect,
and i t  is up to the individual to show his own merit.
What an individual was or was not before is not o f
concern; i t  becomes the duty o f  each basic to prove
himself again and again in varying types of situations.
He i s  expected t o  learn discipline, instantaneous
obedience to orders, attention to detail, punctuality,
and the fundamentals of military life and knowledge.
The basic cadet is challenged constantly to perform
and to prove his worth and to develop in himself the
qualities that arc essential to his future status as an
officer.

The second phase of training begins in mid-August
with the Acceptance Parade when the basic cadet
becomes a part of  the Wing. He is still expected to
adhere to the standards he learned during the summer.
More challenges are presented to him to further his
professional knowledge, and the Fourth Classman
learns to work with others and develop class unity.
The doolie must  learn t o  budget h is  t ime t o
incorporate military training with class work.

Phase I I I  begins after Christmas leave, and the
Fourth Clamman continues his training i n  a  more
relaxed atmoshperc. In this less rigid environment the
doolie i s  expected t o  maintain a  high degree o f
discipline without the constant pressure of upperclass
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corrections. In  early May the Fourth Class System
ends with Recognition. I t  is the end of a part of his
Air Force training, but there still remain three years to
refine h i s  value i n  order t o  become a  devoted
career o f f i c e r  i n  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  A i r
Force.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS

The Department o f  Physical Education plays an
important role in the life of each cadet. The primary
objectives of the PE Department arc to develop traits
of aggressiveness, competitiveness, self-confidence, and
good physical condition, all of which are essential to
mental acuity needed in every officer. From the day
he enters until he graduates the cadet is subjected to
four years of PE program.

Basic Cadet Summer is oriented to acclimating the
new cadets to Colorado through constant conditioning
which demands much stamina and endurance. This
program, consisting o f  runs, obstacle courses, and
calisthenics, is extremely challenging. The newest, and
perhaps most enjoyable, PE program is the Unarmed
Combat instruction offered in Jack's Valley. By the
end of basic cadet summer each cadet can feel pride in
the knowledge that he pushed himself to the limits of
his physical ability.

While some cadets arc able t o  validate the PE
courses during the school year, most cadets go through
four different courses each year. During the fourth
class year the doolie receives instruction in gymnastics,
boxing, wrestling, and swimming. Third class PE
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courses include judo, water survival, tennis, and an
option such as golf, handball, or squash. The last two
years consist of unarmed combat, volleyball, instruc-
tor training, physical fitness methods, and several
options.

If he does participate in an intercollegiate sport, the
cadet is required to  represent his squadron in the
intramural program during fall, winter, and spring. The
fall sports include football, tennis, cross-country,
lacrosse, and flickerball. T h e  winter sports are
wrestling, water polo, volleyball, squash, boxing, and
handball. Finally t h e  spring sports are soccer,
swimming, basketball, and rugby. There is a great deal
of spirit on all "intramurder" teams as each player is
fighting for his squadron. The squadron who finishes
the intramural program with the highest score wins the
John .1. Malanaphy Troply for excellence in intramural
competition.

THE PROFESSIONAL
ETHICS COMMITTEE

High moral standards for personnel of the Air Force
are essential for the proper performance of duties and
for maintaining public confidence in the Air Force's
role in the defense of freedom. Through a high moral
standard the public is guaranteed that a man will strive
to accomplish his mission and do the best and most
effective job within his capabilities. The instillment of
a high standard of ethical conduct in each cadet is a
primary mission of the Academy, for the defense of
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man's most valuable possession—freedom—may rest
upon the shoulders o f  its graduates. The Cadet
Professional Ethics Committee was created to develop
ethical pride and provide guidance in the self-improve-
ment of ethical practices within the Cadet Wing. The
Committee works t o  improve t h e  professional
standards of the Wing through the development of
ethical courage, high personal and group ethical
standards, a  strong dedication t o  duty, and an
extension of the ideals of the Cadet Honor Codc. The
entire scope of the Committee's activities is aimed at
developing the finest United States Air Force Officer
possible.

The Professional Ethics Committee consists of one
First Classman and one Second Classman from each
squadron in the Wing. The specific functions of the
Committee, which aid to direct the efforts of the Wing
in accomplishing the objectives o f  the Academy,
include: 1 )  Conducting training and instruction in
Professional Ethics; 2) Pointing out problem areas to
the Wing and to  the cadet and officer chains of
command; 3) Improving Wing standards; 4) Comple-
menting the Honor Committee by stressing the spirit
of the Honor Codc.

Esprit, ingenuity, loyalty, and integrity all enter
into the unwritten ethics code of the professional
officer. Each cadet is responsible for establishing and
maintaining a sense of personal integrity which will
serve as a cornerstone for his life of dedicated service
to his country. Each cadet should build on the
minimum standards set forth by the Cadet Honor
Code, striving for higher levels of ethical behavior.
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The foundation of professional effectiveness lies on
experience, knowledge, understanding, and a rational
outlook on the values of life that are truly important
and just. Honor, Ethics, Loyalty, and Dedication to
duty arc al l  essential parts o f  the integrity the
Academy hopes to instill in each cadet so that he may
carry them with him while serving the causes of
freedom as a professional Air Force Officer.

CADET ACTIVITIES

Cadet activities are designed to provide outlets for
interests not included in formal academic, athletic,
and military training programs.

Competitive Activities

Aviation
Bowling
Forensic Association
Handball
Judo

Aeronautics
Astronomy
Biology

Model Engineering
Parachuting
Rugby
Skeet
Soaring
Squash

Professional Activities

French
Geography
German
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Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Computer Science
Economics
Electrical Engineering
Far Eastern Studies
Fine Arts
Forum

Big Brother
Bhiebards

History
Mathematics
Mechanics
Navigation
Physics
Professional Studies
Psychology
Russian
Spanish

Support Activities

Boy Scouts
Cadet Band
Cadet Chorale
Cadet Drum & Bugle

Cadet Falconers
CAFPOW (Cadets in Aid of
Families of POWs)
Interaction
KAFA (Radio Station)
Photography

Recreational Activities

Amateur Radio
Autosports
Bowmen
Fishing
Hunting
Karate

Mountaineering
Saddle
Scuba
Ski
Volleyball
Weight Lifting
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Contrails Staff

Polaris Staff
Talon Staff

Dodo Staff

Publication Activities

— publishes Fourthclass handbook
and a calendar depicting cadet
life.

— publishes the Academy year book.
- publishes the official cadet maga-

zine containing articles about
cadet life and activities.

publishes a humorous and accurate
depiction of USA FA for cadets
only.

Cadet Wing Committees
and Councils

Allied Arts Committee — Advises an officer board for
selection of programs desired by the Wing.

Car Committee — Provides the upper three classes with
representatives for the purchase of automobiles, loan
statements, and limitations.

Dance Committee — Plan dances for their class and the
Wing.

Fourth Clan Training Committee — Advises officer-
in-charge of summer training.

Heritage Committee -- Provides lectures and informa-
tion on USAF Heritage.
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Public Relations Committee — Improves relations of
the Wing with the local community through speaker
programs and involvement in area organizations.

Rally Committee and Cheerleaders — Promote spirit
and support for athletic teams.

Ring Committee — Represent class in selection of class
ring and crest.

Class Officers and Councils — Elected in their fourth
class year. Class officers from class councils coordinate
class activities and work for priveleges.

SOCIAL LIFE

Coming from a  civilian world where weeknight
dating and partying are frequent, the new cadet may
feel the Academy's restrictions inhibit his social
growth. However, there arc several remedies the cadet
has available to become socially adept both in military
and civilian society. Arnold Hall, cadet sponsored
activities, and the cadet's personal acquaintances
provide the experience he needs to aid in his maturing.

Arnold Hall  contains a  snackbar, a  3000 seat
theater, several recreation areas, and a ballroom. The
lounge is separated into the upperclass, the Cockpit
Lounge, and the doolie lounge, the Smack Bar (as it is
known to cadets). In the recreation areas arc billiards,
pool, cards, ping pong, and an 8-lane bowling alley.
The theater provides a good selection of movies and
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Allied Arts performances of  plays, concerts, and top
recording stars. Fourth class mixers in the ballroom
initiate the new cadet t o  the female gender from
several schools in Denver. Also the ballroom is the
scene for formal receptions-dances.

Cadet sponsored activities such as squadron parties,
weekends at Farish Memorial, and the numerous clubs
are a welcome break from the schedule. Clubs often
have trips to different parts of the country, but fourth
classmen are prohibited from taking club trips until
the first progress report. For the cadet new to the
Colorado area CAFPOW (Cadets in Aid of Families of
Prisoners of War) is an excellent way to meet and help
families.

It is important to note that there is no peat pressue
to go out every weekend to be seen by the "crowd."
The cadet i s  free. after completing his military
obligations, t o  engage in  the many cadet activities
offered or just relax.
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UNIT AWARDS

Outstanding Squadron
The Air Force Association Trophy

Outstanding Group
The Association of Graduates

Intramural Athletics
The First Lieutenant John J. Malanaphy

Trophy

Drill
The Ambassador Lawrence A. Steinhardt

Trophy

Outstanding Summer Squadron
81st Fighter Wing Memorial Trophy

Intercollegiate Athletics
Gillen-Slezak Memorial Trophy

Academic Achievement
Air Training Command Trophy

Military Proficiency
•  A i r  Defense Command Trophy
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UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY

Originally established in  1802 as a  school for
military engineers, the US Military Academy at West
Point, NY, changed its mission in 1866 to train future
officers. Major Sylvanus Thayer, "Father o f  West
Point," took command in 1817, initiating a proud
tradition graduating such renown leaders as Lee,
Grant, Pershing, Patton, Arnold, McArthur, and
Eisenhower.

The Academy offers a  four year curriculum,
concentrating on  mathematics and basic sciences.
Every cadet follows the basic course of study with an
enrichment program open to those who desire further
research. Along with a solid academic background in
the sciences, the graduate receives extensive military
training.

The cadet's first summer is aptly referred to as
"Beast Barracks." Through intensive drill, marching,
and physical education training the plebe readies
himself to enter the corps. "Yearlings" are second year
cadets who arc a little closer to a B.S. degree and the
gold bars of the 2nd lieutenant in the US Army.

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY

In 1845 President Polk authorized a naval school at
the disbanded Army post at Fort Severn, Maryland. The
course of  study lasted five years with only the first
and last spent on land. The naval school officially
assumed the title of  the United Naval Academy in
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1850, shortening the program to four years. During
the Civil  War  the Academy moved t o  Newport,
Rhode Island, where first and second classmen were
commissioned. At the conclusion of hostilities in 1865
the Academy was established at Annapolis, Maryland.

In 1873 the program was lengthened to six years,
the last two years spent at sea. By 1912 the course
returned to  four years, but was shortened to three
years during the Spanish-American War and the two
World Wars. Today the midshipman graduates with a
B.S. degree and a  commission as  an  Ensign. A n
interesting side note is the cadet housing facility,
Bancroft Hall, the largest in the world.

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD ACADEMY

The Coast Guard Academy was chartered in 1876,
and after numerous changes in location, in 1932 it
settled in New London, Connecticut. Entrance into
the 6 0 0  cadet corps is based solely on academic
achievement n o t  politics. T h e  program progresses
from "Swab Summer," similar to other basic training
summers, to a cruise on the "Eagle" at the end of the
first year, to  trips to  foreign and domestic ports,
conditioning the cadets to the sea, to graduation with
a B.S. and a  commission as an Ensign in the Coast
Guard.
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UNITED STATES MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

Founded in 1938 at Kings Point, Long Island, New
York, the Merchant Marine Academy provides a four
year program. The second year is devoted to training
at sea on various ships of the Merchant Marine. Like
all other Academies, the cadet graduates with a B.S.
and a  commission as an Ensign in  the Merchant
Marine.
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MISSION
OF THE UNITED STATES

AIR FORCE ACADEMY

• To provide instruction and experience to each cadet
so that he graduates with the knowledge and character
essential to leadership and the motivation to become a
career officer in the United States Air Force.

FOURTH M I S S I O N  OF THE UNITED STATES
AIR FORCE

CLASS T h e  mission o f  the United States Air Force is to
organize, train, and equip air forces for the conduct of
prompt and sustained combat operations in the air.

KNOWLEDGE

OATH OF ALLEGIANCE TO
THE UNITED STATES

 h a v i n g  b e e n
appointed an Air Force Cadet in the United States Air
Force, d o  solemnly swear (o r  affirm) that I  will
support and defend the Constitution o f  the United
States against all enemies, foreign and domestic, that I
will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I
take th is  obligation freely, without a n y  mental
reservation or purpose of evasion, and that I  will well
and faithfully discharge the duties o f  the office on
which I am about to enter. SO HELP ME GOD.
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THE PURPOSE OF THE
FOURTH CLASS SYSTEM

the purpose o f  the Fourth Class System at  the
United States A i r  Force Academy i s  t o  b y  the
foundation ear ly  i n  t h e  cadet's career f o r  t h e
development o f  those qualities o f  character and
discipline which will be expected of him as an officer.
These qualities must be  so deeply instilled in the
individual that rio stress or strain will erase them from
his personality.

QUOTATIONS

"We hold these truth to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their
creator with certain inalienable rights, that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit o f  happiness.
That to secure these rights governments are instituted
among men, deriving their just powers from the
consent of  the governed." (From the Declaration of
lndependenoe written by Thomas Jefferson, adopted 4
July, 1776.)

/  "Victory  smiles upon those who anticipate the
changes in the character of war, not upon those who
wait to  adapt themselves after the changes occur."
(Air Marshall Giulio Douhet, 1928.)

J " D u t y  then is the sublimest word in the English
language. You should do your duty in all things. You
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can never d o  more. You should never wish to  do
less."(General Robert E. Lee.)

"On the fields of friendly strife are sown the seeds
that on other days and other fields will bear the fruits
of victory." (General Douglas MacArthur.)

"When there is a  visible enemy to  fight in open
combat...many serve, all applaud and the tide o f
patriotism runs high. But, when there is a long, slow
struggle w i th  no immediate, visible foe, your choice
will seem hard indeed." (President John E. Kennedy.
Address to the Graduating Class US Naval Academy
June 1961.)

"Never tell people how to do things. Tell them what
to do and they will surprise you with their ingenuity."
(General George S. Patton, War as I Knew it.)

"11 I can't go back with my self-respect, I won't go
back a t  al l ."  (Captain Theodore Harris, USAI',  in
solitary confinement for 14 months as a Prisoner of
War in Korea.)

• I " Y o u  may have to fight when there is no hope of
ThVietory, becuase i t  is better to  perish than live as

slaves." (Sir Winston Churchill.)

"Never in the field of human conflict was so much
owed by so many to so few." (Winston Churchill, after
Battle of Britain.)
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"If you can't get them to salute when they should
salute and wear the clothes you tell them to wear, how
are you going to get them to die for their country."
(General George S. Patton.)

"The discipline which makes the soldiers of a free
country reliable to battle is not to he gained by harsh
or tyrannical treatment. O n  t h e  contrary, such
treatment is far more likely to destroy than to make
an army. I t  is possible to impart instruction and to
give commands in such a manna and such a tone of
voice as to inspire in the soldier no feeling but an
intense desire to obey, while the opposite manner and
tone of voice cannot fail to excite strong resentment
and a desire to disobey. The one mode or the other of
dealing w i t h  subordinates springs f r o m  a  cor -
responding spirit in the breast of the commander. He
who feels, and hence manifests disrespect towards
others, especially his subordinates, cannot fai l  t o
inspire hatred against himself." (Major General John
M. Schotleld's graduation address to the graduating
class of 1879 at West Point.)

THE AMERICAN
FIGHTING MAN'S

CODE OF CONDUCT

1
I am an American fighting man. I  serve in the

forces which guard m y  country and our  way o f
life. I  a m  prepared t o  give m y  l i f e  i n  the i r
defense.
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II
I will  never surrender o f  my own free will. I f  in

command, I  will never surrender my men while they
stieluive the means to resist.

I It
If I  am captured, I  will continue to resist by all

means available. I  will make every effort to escape and
aid others to escape. I  will accept neither parole nor
special favors from the enemy.

IV
If I become a prisoner of war, I will keep faith with

my fellow prisoners. I  will give no information nor
take part in any action which might be harmful to my
comrades. i f  I  am senior, I will take command. If  not.
I will obey the lawful orders of those appointed over
me and will hack them up in every way.

V
When questioned, should I  become a  prisoner of

war, I  am bound to  give only name, rank, service
number and date o f  birth. I  wil l  evade answering
further questions to the utmost o f  my ability. I  will
make no oral or  written statements disloyal to my
country arid its allies or harmful to their cause.

" I
I will never forget that I  am an American fighting

man, responsible for my actions, and dedicated to the
principles which made my country free. I  will trust in
my God and in the United States of America.
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THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER
by

Francis Scott Key, 1814

I
0  say can you see, by the dawn's early light
What so proudly we hail'd at the twilight's last

gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the

perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly

streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in

air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still

there.
O say, does that star spangled banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the

brave?

II
On the shore, dimly seen thro' the mists of the

deep.
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence

reposes,
What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering

steep,
As it fitfully blows, half conceals, half discloses?
Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first

beam,
In full glory reflected, now shines on the stream:
'Tis the star spangled banner: 0  long may it wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of brave!"

7

HI
And where is that hand who so vauntingly swore
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion,
A home and a country should leave us no more?
Their blood has wash'd out their foul footsteps'

pollution.
No refuge could save the hireling and slave
From the terror of flight or the gloom of the grave:
And the star spangled banner in triumph doth wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the

brave!

0 thus be it ever when free men shall stand
Between their lov'd homes and the war's

desolation:
Blest with vict'ry anti peace, may the heav'n-

rescued land
Praise the pow'r that hath made and preserv'd us a

nation!
Then conquer we must when our cause it is just,
And this be our motto: "In God is our trust!"
And the star spangled banner in triumph shall wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the

brave!

THE AIR FORCE SONG

Off we go into the wild blue yonder.
Climbing high into the sun;
here they come zooming to meet our thunder,
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At 'em boys, give'er the gun!
Down we dive spouting our flame from under,
Off with one hell-uv-a-roar!
We live in fame or go down in flame.
Nothing,' stop the US Air Force!

Minds of men fashinoned a crate of thunder,
Sent it high into the blue;
Hands of men blasted the world asunder,
How they lived God only knew!
Souls of men dreaming of skies to conquer
Gave us wing, ever to soar.
With scouts before and bombers galore,
Nothing can stop the US Air Force!

Her's a toast to the host of those who love the
vastness of the sky,

To a friend we send the message of his brother men
who fly.

We drink to those who gave their all of old,
Then down we roar to score the rainbow's pot

of gold.
A toast to the host of men we boast,
The US Air Force.

Off we go into the wild sky yonder,
Keep the wings level and true!
If you'd live to be a gray-haired wonder.
Keep the nose out of the blue!
Hying men guarding our nation's borders,
We'll be there followed by more.
In echelon we carry on!
Nothing'11 stop the US Air Force!
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PHONETIC ALPHABET

A—Alfa

B —Bravo

C—Charlie

D—Delta

E—Echo

F —Foxtrot

G—Golf

H—Hotel

I—India

J —Juliet

K—Kilo

L—Lima

M—Mike

V  4 e ,  5 c  c ) ,

cAps, .,
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N —November

0 —Oscar

P—Papa

Q-Quebec (Kay-beck)

R—Romeo

S—Sierra

T—Tango

U—Uniform

V—Victor

W —Whiskey

X—X-Ray

Y—Yankee

Z —Zulu
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ENLISTED

E-1 A I R M A N  BASIC

V O I  E - 2  A I R M A N

E-3 A I R M A N  FIRST CLASS

E-4 S E R G E A N T

ilE-5 S T A F F  SERGEANT

E-6 T E C H N I C A L  SERGEANT

E-7 M A S T E R  SERGEANT

E-8 S E N I O R  MASTER SERGEANT

E-9 C H I E F  MASTER SERGEANT
(CMSgt of the Air Force-Wreath around Star)
(Any rank with diamond is First Sergeant)
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PILOT

SENIOR PILOT

COMMAND P ILOT

NAVIGATOR

SENIOR NAVIGATOR

MASTER NAVIGATOR
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ARt FORCE RATINGS
AND INSIGNIA

PILOT: Must have successfully completed an Air
Force or Naval Training course and be physically
qualified.

SENIOR PILOT: (Wings with star) must have 7 or
more years of service as a military, heavier-than-air,
pilot, have 2,000 hours of flying time, and he on
flying status.

COMMAND PILOT: (Wings with star and wreath)
must have 15 or more years of service as a military,
heavier-than-air, pilot, have 3,000 hours of flying
time, and be on flying status.

NAVIGATOR: Must be a graduate of an appropriate
navigator training command course.

SENIOR NAVIGATOR: (Wings with star) Must have 7
or more years of service as a rated navigator or
aircraft observer, and have 2,000 hours flying time.

MASTER NAVIGATOR: (Wings with star and wreath)
Must have 15 years of rated military service, 3,000
hours as a navigator or aircraft observer, and be on
flying status.

FLIGHT SURGEON: Must have successfully complet-
ed an appropriate course or have 1 or more yearson
flying status as an aviation medical examiner, have
100 flying hours, and be on flying status as a
designated medical examiner.

SENIOR FLIGHT SURGEON: (Wings with star, not
illustrated) Must have served 7  or more years on
flying status as a flight surgeon, aviation medical
examiner, o r  pilot physician, have 1,000 flying
hours, and be on flying status.
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CHIEF FL IGHT SURGEON: (Wings with star and
scroll) Must have served 15 or more years on flying
status as a flight surgeon, have 1,500 hours of flying
time, and be on flying status.

AIRCREW MEMBER: Must perform a duty as a crew
member during flight o f  an aircraft. Examples:
radio operator, tail gunner, boom operator, steward.

PARACHUTIST: Must possess a Parachutist rating and
.have completed the Basic Airborne Course at an
Army school (usually Fort Denning) including at
least five jumps.

ASTRONAUT RATING: The shooting star insignia,
when superimposed over any rating, indicates that
the holder posses that rating and has flown to an
altitude of  50 miles or higher in a powered space
vehicle.

(Officer, warrant, and enlisted rank and insignia for
the o ther  mil i tary services m a y  b e  found i n
DECORUM.)
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F L I G H T  SURGEON

C H I E F  R I G H T  SURGEON

AIRCREWMAN

PARACHUTIST

M I S S I L E  BADGE

ASTRONAUT R AT I N G
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CADET RANK AND INSIGNIA

W I N G  C O M M A N D E R  C , I L T  C O L
C / C O L

C a n d  L T C / W A R  R A N T

1 ST
CLASS

W I N G  S G T  M A ,  W I N G  O4 S O T
C i C  M S G  T C / C  M S G  T C / S M S G T

C O A S O T C i T S O T U N R A N K E D

G R O U P  S TA F F
C A I S O T

2 ND
CLASS

CIa6, ,_) 186
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C I S S O T C r i a N i  R D C L A S S

3 RD
CLASS

4 TH
CLASS

C / F 0 V; - .  '

SCION F I R S T  S O T
C M S °  T

W I N G  C O L O R  B E A R !  R  W I N G  c o L o u  G U A R D
C i S S G TCiTSCIT

POCKET INSIGNIA

D E A N S  L I S T •. o p E R I N T E N D E N T S  L I S T  C O M M A N D A N T S  L I S T
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16 Sep
23 Sep
30 Sep
7 Oct
14 Oct
21 Oct
28 Oct
4 Nov
11 Nov
18 Nov

AIR FORCE FOOTBALL

1971

WYOMING
PITTSBURG
DAVIDSON
at CSU
at Boston College
NAVY
at Arizona State
at Army
NOTRE DAME
COLORADO

FALCON FLIGHT SONG

Fly you Falcons down the field; tear the
enemy asunder!

Bare your talons, make them yield; give them
all your thunder!

Spread your strong wings wide and high; fight
for victory!

Never say die, keep flying high; for the Air
Force Academy!
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CHEERS

USAFA PRE-GAME

U! S! A! F! A!
U! S! A! F! A!
Ainr Force!

Fight! Fight! Fight!

AIR FORCE CADETS GO

Air Force Cadets Go!
Air Force Cadets Go!
Air Force Cadets—

(Pause) Go!

FALCONS

F-A-L (pause) C-O-N
F-A-L (pause) C-O-N

Fight! (pause) Eight! (pause)
Fight!
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YEA SILVER

Yeaaa Silver!
Yeaaa Blue!

Yeaaa Air Force!
We For You!

We're For You!

GO FALCONS!

Go! Go! Go Falcons!
Fight! Fight! Fight Falcons!
Go Falcons! Fight Falcons!

Go Falcons Fight!

SLASH'M WITH A BEAK

Slash'm with a beak!
Rip'm with a claw!

Bring on the meat Wagon,
Rah! Rah! Rah!
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SLASH'M WITH A CLAW

Sla.sh'm with a claw!
Rip'm with a Lunk!

Bring on the rah Wagon,
Meat! Meat! Meat!

TRIPLE "F"

F—F—F
A—A—A
L—L—L
C—C—C
0 - 0  —0
N—N—N
S—S—S

Airr Force!
Team Fight!

USAFA POST-GAME

Sing the chorus of the Air Force Song.
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GEAR UP AND GO!

Rev up and go Falcons to the fight,
For our spirit is high.
Gear up and go Falcons, surge ahead,
On the field as in the sky,
For you will see silver and the blue,
Reign supreme upon the field.
We will prove that we can't be beaten,
For the Falcons never yield.
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AIR FORCE
CHAIN OF COMMAND

esf ' i s  ;cos.
President of the United States

i t 4 f e  / t i t  / C A I Y d

Secretary of Defense

,LieY C .  5‹•01,4topir
cretary of the Air Force

G 1 1  . 1 0 A 4
Chief of Staff, USAF

.iGeA Ord- P Ckar
Superintendent

ei°  41 C c " .  )-06v1- U c . . d e w i l o y i e

Co-mmandant of Cadets

C o  P 4 ? r i l
Deputy Commandant
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FOR CADET WING GROUP
AIR OFFICER COMMANDING

Summer Training

Academic Year

SQUADRON AIR OFFICERS
COMMANDING

Summer Training

Academic Year

Squadron Commander

Operations Officer

Flight Commander

Element Leader

Element Sergeant
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CADET CHAIN OF COMMAND

Wing Commander

Fall Semester

Spring Semester

C / 4 - / C e i  H  J P  M i 1 1 e e
Group Commander

First Detail

Second Detail

Fall Semester

Spring Semester

C  & M f g  O G  //I'S
Squadron Commander

First Detail
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Second Detail

Fall Semester

Spring Semester

C  P i a  I
Operations Officer

First Detail

Second Detail

Fall Semester

Spring Semester

C  • *  1- P i t 5 f c t
Flight Commander

•

sc-401ft

First Detail

Second Detail
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Fall Semester

Spring SemesterC/2//,e4. Jitred4c/I
First Detail

Second Detail

Fall Semester

Spring Semester

C  rrce-4.-5 / - ! # ,
Fternent Sergeant

First Detail

Second Detail

Fall Semester

Spring Semester
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SERVICE SECRETARIES

Secretary of Defense

Secretary of the Army

Secretary of the Navy

Secretary of the Air Force

CHIEFS OF STAFF

Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff

Chief of Staff, USA

Chief of Naval Operations

Chief of Staff, USAF

Commandant of the
Marine Corps
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AIR FORCE AND
AIR FORCE ACADEMY TERMS

ABORT (v. )  to  discontinue or  abandon; (n.) an
abandoned take-off or mission.

BASE (n.) installation owned and/or operated by the
Air Force.

BASE LEG (n.) the next to the last leg of  traffic
pattern flown perpendicularly to the runway.

BLACK DEATH ( n . )  that substance being the
derivative o f  cold water, waiter's socks, and
lampblack, Mitchell Hall coffee.

BOMB (v.) to do extremely poor, i.e. to bomb a
formation or in a traffic pattern.

BUY THE FARM (v.) to crash.
CANOE U. (n.) a small school which forms a suburb

of the capital of Maryland with a campus partly on
land and partly in the Severn River.

CEILING (n.) that level of altitude where the sky
becomes more than one half obscured by clouds as
seen by an observer on the ground.

CLANK (v.) to freeze up; to goof.
COMM SHOP (n.) that organization coming under the

control of the Commandant and consisting of those
departments directly affecting the Cadet Wing.

CONTRAILS (n.) Condensation trails, a visible trail of
water droplets or ice crystals formed in the wake of
an aircraft flying at high altitude. Also the name of
the Air Force Cadet Wing handbook.

CRASH (n.) a landing in which the vertical velocity is
so great and the time spent in reducing it to zero is
so brief that the acceleration and hence the forces
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acting become so great as to result in structural
failure.

CRETIN (n.) that person ill disposed at doing acts of
nominal coordination or  acts requiring minimal
thought.

CREW CHIEF (n.) enlisted man or NCO in charge of
maintenance of a certain aircraft.

DESTRUCT (n.) a system for deliberate exploding of
a missile after launch.

DOOLIE (n . )  that  insignificant whose rank i s
measured in negative units; one whose potential for
learning is unlimited; one who will graduate in some
time approaching infinity.

DOWNWIND (n.) the leg in a traffic pattern which is
parallel to  the runway and with the wind.

DRAG (n.) a resistance force exerted in a direction
opposite to the direction of motion.

FIGMO (adj.) that state of being which causes one to
place a de-emphasis on matters of military or other
importance and proceed to kiss it off.

FINAL (n.) the last leg of traffic pattern, the aircraft
approaching the runway in the direction of landing.

FIRSTIE (n . )  that  immortal having superhuman
powers and disposed to acts of great wonder and
cunning; a first classman.

FORWARD AIR CONTROLLER (n.) an officer with
a pilot rating and usually airborne qualified in
charge of  a combat control team responsible for
directing aircraft to targets by radio in close air
support operations.

FREE FALL (n.) condition of weightlessness.
GIB (n.) guy in the back seat.
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GOONEY BIRD (n.) the C-47.
GROUND POUNDER (n.) non-flying officer.
GUIDED MISSILE (n.)  unmanned bird with self

contained propulsion system.
HACK (n.) a time synchronization; (v.) to be able to

cope with; "he can't hack it."
HOT (adj.) fast or good.
HUDSON HIGH (n.) a little school on the Hudson

River having 166 years of tradition unhampered by
progress.

HYPERSONIC (adj.) speeds in excess of Mach 5.
HYPDXIA (n.) oxygen lack.
INITIAL (n.) entry leg into a traffic pattern.
INTERDICTION (n. )  bombing o f  points on the

enemy's supply route in attempt to cut off his
supply line.

1NTRAMURDER (n.) athletic competition between
squadrons.

JET STREAM (n. )  a  high velocity wind usually
occurring just below the tropopause in temperate
zones.

JOCK (n.)  that individual performing superhuman
feats of physical dexterity; an athlete.

LEG (n.) non-airborne qualified personnel.
LIFT (n.) the force upon an aircraft that acts in an

upward direction opposing the pull of gravity.
LOX (n.) liquid oxygen.
MACH (n.) the speed of sound; unit of measurement

of speed in relation to the local speed of sound,
such as ".9 MACH."

MAGIC (n.) that name applied to the department of
Electrical Engineering and all related hand waving
activities.
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MAX (n.) the maximum 100%; (v.) to achieve the
maximum.

NINO BALDAC'CI (n.) that individual having entered
with the class of '59 and remaining until the present
time never having been off academic probation and
never having taken a privilege. I le is a perpetual
turnback near and dear to all cadets.

PITCH (n.) rotation about the lateral axis o f  the
aircraft.

POLARIS (n.) the north star; name of the Air Force
Cadet yearbook,

PORT (adj.) left.
POST (n.) an order signifying to a subordinate that his

presence is no longer necessary
l'RO (adj.) short for probation, i.e. Ac Pro (academic

probation).
ROCK ( n . )  that  superhuman free from female

entanglements.
ROLL (n.) movement about the horizontal axis of an

aircraft.
SCRAMBLE (v.) to get an aircraft ready for combat,

in the shortest possible time.
SOUP (n.) thick clouds.
STAFF TOWER (n.) the level in the dining hall where

Wing Staff cats.
STARBOARD (adj.) right (as opposed to left).
T-Bird (n.) the T-33.
THRUST (n.) a propelling force exerted on an aircraft

or missile.
THUD (n.) the F-105.
TOWER (n.) control tower: the level in the dining hall

where wing staff eats..
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TRUCK DRIVER (n.)  the pilot o f  a  nonfighter
aircraft with more than one engine, i.e., a bomber
or transport pilot.

TURN AROUND (n.) that time between when an
aircraft i s  sent for  necessary maintenance and
fueling when it  is combat ready: that time when
beverages have been sent out in the dining hall.

TWO (n.) a  command ordering the subordinate to
return to whatever he was occupied with before
being interrupted.

YAW (n.) rotation about the vertical axis o f  any
aircraft.

ZILCH (n.) the opposite of max; nothing.
ZOONIIE (n.) that term by which a cadet is commonly

known among jealous civilians.
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ABN

ABBREVIATIONS (USAF)

Airborne

CEP
CINC
COIN
CQ
DAF

Circular Error Probable
Commander in Chief
Counter Insurgency
Charge of Quarters
Department of the Air  Force

ADA Air Defense Area DCS Deputy Chief of Staff
•••• ADC Aerospace Defense Command DIC Distinguished Flying Cross

ADIZ Air Defense Identification Zone DOD Department of Defense
AFB Air Force Base DR Dead Reckoning
AFCS Air Force Communications DSC Distinguished Service Cross

Service ECM Electronic Countermeasures
A R T Air Force Institute of Technology E&E

ELINT
Escape and Evasion
Electronic Intelligence

AFLC Air Force Logistics Command ETA Estimated Time of Arrival
AFSC Air Force Specialty Code; Air ETD Estimated Time of Departure

Force Systems Command EWO Emergency War Order; Electronic
AM,. Air Material Area Warfare Officer
AO Airdrome Officer FAA Federal Aeronautics Administration
AOCP Aircraft Out of Commission FAC Forward Air Controller

Parts GCA Ground Controlled Approach
APU Auxiliary Power Unit GCI Ground Controlled Intercept
ARM Anti-Radiation Missile GR Gunnery Range
ASAP As Soon As Possible IFF/SIF Identification-Friend or
ATA Actual Time of Arrival Foe/Selective Identification
ATC Air Traffic Control; Air Training Feature

Command IFR Instrument Flight Rules
ATD Actual Time of Departure ILS Instrument Landing System
AU Air University IP Initial Point; Instructor Pilot
BLC Boundary Layer Control IRAN Inspection and Repair as Necessary
CAM Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance JATO Jet Assisted Takeoff
CAS Close Air Support JCS Joint Chiefs of Staff
CAVU Ceiling and Visibility Unlimited LABS Low Altitude Bombing System
CBR Chemical, Biological, and Radiological

(Warfare) 205
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LOP
LORAN

—  MAC
NASA

Line of Position
Long Range Navigation
Military Airlift Command
National Aeronautics and Space

Administration

TWX
UCMJ
UHF
VFR
VH1'
VOR

Teletype Message
Uniform Code of Military Justice
Ultra High Frequency
Visual Flight Rules
Very High Frequency
VHF Omnirange

NCOIC Noncommissioned Officer in Charge VTOI. Vertical Takeoff and Landing
NLT Not Later Than cox Weather
NORAD North American Air Defense

Command
X Experimental (as in designations

of aircraft)
OER Officer Effectiveness Report 11 Zone of the Interior
OIC Officer in Charge
PCS Permanent Change of Station
RADAR Radio Detection and Ranging (Obsolete) ABBREVIATIONS (AFA)
RATO Rocket Assisted Takeoff
RO Radar Observer AOC Air Officer Commanding
RON
RSVP

0°w° SAC

Remain Overnight
Respondes s'il vous plait

(answer if you please)
Strategic Air Command

CCQ
CFD
CDW
CIC
COC

Cadet in Charge of Quarters
Correct for Data
Cadet Group
Cadet in Charge
Commandant of Cadets

SAGE Semi-Automatic Ground Environment CQ Call to Quarters
SHAPE Supreme Headquarters - Allied

Powers Europe
CWDS
AHP
DI:

Cadet Squadron
Director of Athletics
Dean of the Faculty

SHORAN Short Range Navigation DI Dormitory Inspector
SOP Standard Operating Procedure GDO Group Duty Officer
SP Security Police GR Graded Review
STOL Short Takeoff and Landing I RI In Ranks Inspection

Tactical Air Command NCOD Noncommissioned Officer of the Day
TACAN Tactical Air Navigation ODP Off Duty Privilege
TAR Terrain Avoidance Radar Over the Fence
TDY Temporary Duty PDA Public Display of Affection
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PE P h y s i c a l  Education
PIT P h y s i c a l  Fitness Test
RTP R e a d  the Problem
SDO S q u a d r o n  Duty Officer
SOD S e n i o r  Officer of the Day
VP V i s i t i n g  Permit
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR

1972-73

New Class Enters 3  Jul 72

Transition Begins 1 4  Aug 72

Fall Semester Begins, 1915 2 0  Aug 72

Labor Day-Holiday 4  Sep 72

Thanksgiving Holiday,
Bens at 1525 2 2  Nov 72

Thanksgiving Holiday,
Ends at 1915 2 6  Nov 72

Final Exams Begin 1 6  Dec 72

Fall Semester Ends,
Christmas Leave Begins, 1615 2 1  Dec 72
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Christmas Leave Ends, 1915
Spring Semester Begins

Mid-Semester Holiday
Begins 1525

Mid-Semester Holiday
Ends 1915

Final Exams Begin

Final Exams End

June Week Begins

Graduation Day
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7 Jan 73

23 Mar 73

1 Apr 73

23 May 73

28 May 73

2 Jun 73

6 Jun 73
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